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Preface 

In this dissertation there is an interdisciplinary study between Kuntaka and 

Shakespeare in the perspective of their poetic theories. Especially Kuntakas' theory 

how it is applicable in Macbeth, a great drama of stylistic concepts of Shakespeare. 

In it a possible chapterization has been made. 

First chapter is dealing with poetics as a general way and Vakrokti in tradition, it 

also shows light that how it is developed as a th·eory in Indian poetics. 

Second chapter is dealing with that how Vakrokti theory has assimilated western 

theory in it as the same perspectives as deviation, stylistics and other theories like 

this in west. 

Third chapter ts dealing with the sub-divisions of Vakrokti (varra-vinyiisa, 

padapurvdha and pada-pariirdha-vakratii) and its application in Macbeth. 

Fourth chapter is dealing with the sub-divisions of Vakrokti (viikya, prakara(IQ and 

prabandh-vakratii) and its application in Macbeth. 

Indian Poeticians' formulation of poetry are very seminal and among them theory 

of Vakrokti represent one of the most outstanding contribution to poetic theory and 

modem stylistic concept. However its importance and interdisciplinary approach is 

a matter of concern and it is more comparative to modem linguistic trends. Here an 

interdisciplinary study is attempted between Vakrokti theory and Shakespeare's use 

of irony in the same way. This study aims to present an in-depth analysis of this 

theory in Indian concepts and its application in Shakespeare's Macbeth. Though, 

Indian poeticians' do not use the terminology of modem linguistics as Noam 
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Chomsky's distinction between idiolect and deviance, but this theory ts more 

nearest to the concept of deviation. 
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Chapter- I 

1.1. Poetics: As general way: 

The earliest Indian scholar's formulations of poetry are seminal, and Indian poetics 

present a most fascinating and exciting area of Indian scholarship. Thomas Munroe 

speaks highly of the "comprehensive, thorough and systematic" about Indian 

poetics. A careful perusal of Indian poetics, however, after weeding out inessential 

details, scholastic niceties, somewhat worn-out observations and unnecessary 

technicalities enmeshed in a dense opaque diction, will reveal profundity of Indian 

views on certain significant aspects of poetic creativity. Taken as a whole, Indian 

poetics is far more profound than a system of rhetoric and in its highest reach, 

soars into aesthetic and linguistic philosophy. The field of poetics, as it developed 

in India is full of logical, philosophical, epistemological, metaphysical and 

linguistic problem, a systematic study of which is likely to unfold a very new 

sphere of study and research. Most of Indian scholars remark it as a most 

comprehensive approach and of a nature that is capable of basic aesthetic delight. 

These ancient thinkers laid down excellent standards of literary test and formulated 

a perfect theory of poetic expression. Their findings, which reached their apex in 

the works of scholars like Anandavardhan, Kuntaka and Abhinavgupta are 'still 

valid today and are even relatively novel to western thought' 1, and called as a 

systematic analysis. 

Indian poetics established into six schools which are as following: - Alamkiira, Riti, 

Vakrokti, Aucitya, Dhvani and Rasa. These principles were formulated by its 

founder independently. But letter on among these, two were very valuable to 

discus poetry rasa and dhvani. Indian poetry should, in fact, be taken to be an 

1 R.Gnoli,The Aesthetic Experience According to Abhinavgupta, Varanasi, 1968.p.LIIK 
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organic whole. In fact all concepts occupy a significant place in the system and 

exponent of different theories have tried to tackle several fundamental issues from 

their respective points of view. Among them Kuntak's vakrokti theory is also 

specific in the perspective of poetics which will be dealt here especially. Although 

Kuntaka establish it into 1 01
h century but it was taken place already among the 

literary thinkers and poeticians too. 

The Indian theory of vakrokti shows a remarkable divergence of views spelt out 

not only by the thinkers but also poeticians too. Bar)abatta, Dar)9ni, Bhamah, 

Vamana, Kuntaka, Abhinavgupta and Bhoj on the one side, and on the other side 

Rudrata, Mamata and their followers. They define varkrokti according to their 

views as Bar)abhatta says: 

"VakYoktinipu(lena iikhyaikaakhyanaparicayacature I)Cl "
2 

Here Vakrokti is not only presented in verbal figures of speech or sabdalamkiira 

but also the ideal figures of speech or arthalarilkara also. This is remarkable 

attribute to Bar)abhatta. In 1oth Century Kuntaka says 'Vakroktimiirga Nipu(Kl' to 

Bar)abhatta and Subandhu and prays to: 

Subandhubii(labhattasca kaviriijaititrayal} 

vakroktimiirganipurascaturtho vii na vidyate.3 

Bar)a's application of vakrokti is not only itivratt but also lies in the highest 

expression of poetics and synonyms of words strangeness. At another place 

vakrokti is expressed by Bar)a as: 

2 Kadambari 
3 Raghavapandaviyam.l.l41. 
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Navorthojiitirgriimyii Sle:;oakli~a(l sphutorasa(l. 

vikatiichharbandh.~c kritsnmekatra durlabham. 4 

All these expressions don't show the complete explanation and solution of 

Vakrokti but it is only a pray service for Vakrokti. It shows that they were familiar 

with Vakrokti. The structure of Vakrokti is defined as a real form by Scholars or 

acaryiis who comes later on. 

1.2. Vakrokti in Tradition: Different Indian Thinkers: 

Bhamaha: 

As exponent thinker who presented Vakrokti as a systematic form, he accepted 

both charming of words or sabda and meanings or artha in Vakrokti: 

Vakriibhidheya sabdoktiristviicamla mk.riti 

Vaciima vakriirtha sabdoktiralamkiiriiya kalpate. 5 

Vakrokti was included in excesses of quality or atisayokti by Bhamah. It IS 

remarkable point that he knows it as synonyms that is Vakrokti and Atisayokti. 

In Vakrokti excesses of qualities (gu[l<is) is lokiitikrantagocarata or extraordinary 

marvellous beauty of worldly life. It means lokottaracdrivaicitrya is general aspect 

of strangeness. Therefore Atisayokti 1s strange full utterance of 

lokasamanya.Therefore- Saisasarvatra vakrokti(l. 

In Balabodhini conunentary of kavyapraka.~ it 1s clarified that Bhamah has 

accepted Vakrokti and atisayokti are synonyms with each other: 

4 Harscarita, 1.8. 
s Bhamah, K.avyalarilkiira 
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Evam ciitisayoktiriti vakroktiriti paryiiya iti bodhyam. 6 

Defining atisayokti he finds out vakrata as following way: 

Nimittto vaco yattu lokakr antagocaram. 

Manyateati§yoktim tamalamkarataya 7 

Ityevamadirudita gu(latiSayayogat(l. 

Sarvaivatisyoktistu tarkyeta tam yathagamari7.8 

Main expression of these slokas as following way: 

• Atisayokti is the anther name of ati5ayata of excess of quality or Gu(18S. 

• Ati5ayatameans extraordinary amazing things. 

• Ati5ayata +extraordinary amazing things= vakrokti. 

In the above mentioned s?okas Bhama~ find out vakrokti as this way: 

Anayartho vibhiivyate. 

Which was defined by Abhinavagupta in Dhvanyaloka of Anandavarc;lhana: 

Anaya ati§yoktya vicitrataya vibhavyate9
• 

Bhamah saying it that 'koalamkaroanay§bina '10 Approved its universality. 

6 Kavyalamkara 
7 Ibid.2.81. 
8 Ibid.2.84. 
9 Locan. 
1° Kavyalamkara.285. 
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Not only even in alamkiir but also in epics also vakrokti shows it's charming: 

Yultam vakrasvabhiivoktya sarvamvaitadi$)late. 1 1 

He says that where there is no vakratii there is no alamkiira so he defines hetu 

(causes), sukshma (subtle) and lase (a part) as no alamkiira: 

Hetu sukshmoath le5a5ch niilamkiirataya matal}. 

Samud§yabhirfhiinasya vakroktyiinabhirfhiinata/}. 12 

He says that without vakrokti there is no poetry that is only viirtii, as: 

Gatoastamarkal} bhiitinduryiinti viis§ya pakshi(Jal}. 

Ityevamiidi kim kiivyaril? viirtiirileniiril prachakshate. 13 

Bhama~ 's vakrokti may be concluded as the following points: 

• The main quality ofvakrokti: words+ meanings= vaicitrya (charmings). 

• Aim of vakrokti : amazing expressions of meanings. 

• Importance of vakrokti: the importance of vakrokti is universal. Without it 

there is no any alamkiira and kiivya may be presented. 

He accepted Bhamaha's divisions and classification ofvarigamaya into two ways-

Dvidhii bhinnam svabhiivoktivakroktisceti viingamayaril. 14 

11 Kavyalamkiira.l30. 
12 Ibid.286. 
13 Ibid.2. 87 
14 Kavyadars 
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General or direct speech called svabhiivokti by Da~<;Jini. There he says- Sfistrasaiva 

sfimrfijyarh 

It means it is dominater in all sfistrfis. From smile to sankara(Ja all figures of 

speech are included in Vakrokti. He further added that sle~ or pun is included in all 

the figures of speech's fanciful. This is remarkable point that he does not accept 

svabhiivokti as a figures of speech rather than Vakrokti. 

Vamana: 

Vamana has not accepted Vakrokti m both words and meamngs but only in 

meanings. He accepts it only in lakshana as saying it: Siid,ri~alaksha(lii 

vakroktih. 15 

Rudrata: 

Rudrata has not accepted it neither in verbal figures of speech or sabdiilarhkiira nor 

in ideal figures of speech or arthfilarhkiira but he accepts it in a part of verbal 

figures of speech and defines it into two ways: 

Kiiku vakrokti & Bharigasle~ vakrokti. 

Anandavardhana: 

Anandavardhana defines Vakrokti as a figure of speech and accepts vakrokti and 

atisayolti as root form of all figures of speech like Bhamah and Dan<;Ji accepts it. 

According to him granted beauty is a poetic talent. 

u Kavyalam.karasutravritti. 
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It means he deals it as a special figure of speech. But this is remarkable that he 

does not accept atisayokti or excesses of quality without vakrokti. He accepts 

varkrokti as a deep part of figures of speech. 

In short Anandavardhana's vakrokti aspect may be characterized as following: 

• Vakrokti is the synonym of atisayokti and root form of all figures of speech. 

• Vakrokti is poet-born quality. 

• It should be the controller of the subject. 

It means vakrokti or excessness of quality or atisayatii must be according to the 

subject which poet is dealing. Here in dealing with the third point of vakrokti 

Aandnadvardana has assimilated the concept in his favor well. 

Abhinavagupta: 

He also refers it as general way: 

Vakrabhidheya shbdoktiristviicamaalamk.rit/6
. This laksha(la of vakrokti or 

obliquity he defines it as the following: 

Sbdasya hi vakratii abhidheyasya ca vakratii lokottarrupe(la avasthiinanam 

ityayameviisau alamkiirasyaalamkiiriintarabhiiva(l. lokottare(}ii caiviiti5ayal}. Ten 

ati5ayoktil} sarviilamkiira siimiinya. 17 

It means the vakratii of sabda and artha (words and meanings) lies into the 

beautification of lokottaraciirivaicitrya (extraordinary) strangeness. 

16 Dhyanyaloka,locana. 
17 Ibid.p.208. 
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Bhoj: 

Bhoj has also modified and shows light upon vakrokti in a right direction. 

Although there is no any systematic arrangement about vakrokti in his works but in 

his two works S[ingaraprakasa and Sarswatika(lthabhara(1a shows light upon it. 

According that Dr. Raghawan wrote a book entitled as 'Bhoj kii s.ringaraprakasha' 

which specially deals with vakrokti theory. 

Here this is remarkable point that Dr. Raghavana studied Bhoj well and presented 

good materials to .study Bhoj. He arises question about vakrokti in his work 

sringaraprakas: 

ka[7 punaranyo[7 kiivyavacaso[7 dhvanitiitparyayo[7 vise~[7? 

Further he replies it himself: 

Yada vakraril vacha[7 .§astre lake ca vaca eva tathii 

vakrarila yadarthaviidau tasya kiivyamiti sm.titi(l. 18 

The avakra vacana which are used in siistra and loka IS called vacana and 

strikingness or vakratii which lies into arthviida is called kiivya. 

Bhamaha accepts vakrokti as a whole part of poetry, DaQ<;ini gave svabha vokti as 

anther part except it and accepting rasa (sentimental) concept he described it, 

rasokti as another part of poetry- vakrokti;;ca rasokti;;ca svabhiivokti;;ceti 

vangamayaril19
• 

18 Sringiiraprakli.S.9-6.p.427. 
19 Saraswatika~thiibhara~a.5.8 
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He also accepts it as a figures of speech and says: 

Trividhii khalu alamkiiravargal} vakroktil} swabhiivoktil} rasoktiriti. 

tatropamiiala mkiirapradhiinye vakroktih soapz gu(la 

swabhiivoktih vibhiivanubhiivavyabhiciiris arflyogiittu 

k . . ·20 rasa tzrztz . 

pradhiinye 

rasanispattau 

According to above mentioned v.ritti, vakrokti is full fledged with alamkiira 

(figures of speech). Bhoj examined the vakrokti theory in good way and become 

primary thinkers who gave a systematic theory about vakrokti as Bhamah, Dal)c;ini, 

Vamana and Ruddrata refers. He analyses all the aspects of vakrokti given by them 

and presented it in a aright way. He accepts it as a root form of all figures of 

speech: 

Vakratvameva kiivyaniim pariibhuf>eli bhiimal}. 

It means all figures of speech are only branches of this vakrokti and this 

generalized rule must be followed to everyone. 

Dal)c;ini made svabhiivokti free from all the boundaries of vakrokti for which the 

value of vakrokti less faded. Dal)c;iini excepting svabhiivokti upamii (simile), 

rasavadiidi accepts as a synonym of vakrokti. 

Vamana's view on vakrokti- "Siid[isyalaks(Ki vakroktil}" is no more valuable 

among the aciiryiisa or scholars for that it was not analyzed more. But Bhoj also 

critics on it and gave a right view in his S.ringiiraprakiis: 

20 Sririgaraprakas.2.11. 
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Abhidheyiiviniibhiitapratftirlaksh (lOcchate, 

Saisii vidagdhvakroktijfvitam v.dttiri~ate. 

Without abhidhii or denotation laksha(la or indication may not be in the content. It 

means lakshana or indication is the soul of vakrokti. He describes only 

siid.n"syalaksh(la in vakrokti though Bhoj includes all kinds of laksh(lii in it. 

Ruddrata's view on vakrokti is verbal figures of speech or sabdalamklira on the 

basis of speech demonstration that is viikachhalariipa. He says that speech 

demonstration or viikachhal form all time strangeness and appears all time only in 

kathopakathan or dialogings. And Bhoj imagined viikovaka another name in form 

of verbal figures of speech which are six kinds one of them is vakrokti. Bhoj 

accepts his Sle$<Jvakratii and divided it into two parts nirvyurjha and anirvyurjha. 

Nirvyuha appears in all chhandiis and anirvyurjha is one sided. Where as kiiku 

vakrokti is concern he accepts it as 'pathiti '. And other figures of speech accept 

that is sle:;;a. Thus in the discussion of vakrokti Bhoj's view is more relevant and 

analytical than that of Bhamah, Dar)9ni, Vamana and Ruddrata. Latter on some 

achiiryiis or scholars accepts it as special figures of speech. 

Marilmata also accepts it as verbal figures of speech as Ruddrata too. He accepts 

third kind of vakrokti as abha[Jga.Sle$<1 or obliquity based upon paronomasia except 

bhar)gasle~a or punning equivoque and kiiku vakrokti or obliquity: 

yaduktamanyathii viikyarflanyathaanyen yojayate, 

sle~(la kiikvii viijyeffyii sii vakroktistathii dvividhii. 21 

21 Kavyaprakas.9. 78.p.317 
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The example of bhl}gasle{Xl or punning obliquity is: 

Ntir'f(kimanukulamacharasi chejjiintisi kaschetano 

viimiiniiril primiiddhiiti hitak.dnnaivilbaliiniiril, 

yuktam kim hitkartanaril nanu baliibhiivaprsiddhiitmana{l 

samarthyam bhavata!J purandarmatchhedam vidhatu!J kuta!J. 22 

The example of abhar7gasle{Xl or obliquity based upon paronomasia is: 

Aho kened.riSf buddhirdaru(Jii tava nirmita, 

trigu(Kl sruyate buddhirna tu darumay'f kvachita. 23 

The example of kaku or obliquity based upon intonation is: 

Gurujanapartantrataya duratararil ddmudyato gantum, 

Alikulkokila/alite naisyati sakhi surabhi samayesau. 24 

Here remarkable point is that kiiku means a singing voice full with vibrating on 

account of sorrow, anger, horror etc. As Adirya Visvanatha says in 

Sahityadarpa l}a: 

bh inn aka l}thadhwanirdhirai {1 kiikurityabhidhiyate. 

Rajanaka Ruyyaka express it's a general figure but defines it as special figures of 

speech: 

22 Kiivyaprakasa.9.78.p.317 
23 Ibid. p.318. 
24 . 

Ibid.p.319. 
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Vakroktisabdascha alarilkiirasiimiinya vachanoapi ih alarilkiira-visefiCZ 

sam} ffyita(l. 25 

This is remarkable point that Ruyyaka accepts it as an ideal figure of speech that 

of arthiilamkara not a verbal figures of speech that of sabdiilamkiira also which is 

preferred by Mammata also. Appyadikshita and Visvanatha also go to that way of 

Ruyyaka. Visavanatha refers it as verbal figures of speech or sabdiilarilkiira: 

anyasyiirthakam vakyamanyathii yojayedyadi, 

anya(l sle{SC(JG kiikvii vii sa vakroktistato dvidhii. 26 

Adirya Kuntaka: 

Thus obliquity being a main aesthetics of poetics which has faded and become 

voice cunningness. Acarya Kuntaka gave it a full fledged form and made it a 

theory of poetics who says it 'Soul of the Poetry' kii~ya ki iitmii. He defines 

vakrokti in this way: 

Vakroktireva vaidagdhyabhilgibhar;itirucchyate. 27 

vakrokti(l, prasiddhabhidhiinryatireki r;i vicitraivabhidhii. 

vaidgdhyab ha ngibhaditi (1. vaidagdhyam vidgdharh 

kid.risi, 

bhiiva!J, 

kavikarmkausalarh, tasyabhailgivichhitti!J, tayii bha(Titi(l. vicitraiviibhidhii 

vakroktirityuchyate. 28 

25 Alarikarasarvasva.p.177 
26 Sahityadarpaf)a.l 0.9.p.620. 
27 Vakroktij1vitama. 1.10.p.51 
28 Ibid.l.l 0. vritti. p.Sl. 
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Second Chapter 

Vakrokti: An Analytical and Comparative Study 



Chapter-2 

2.1. Kiivyalak~hana assimilating Obliquity: 

Before discussing the structure of vakrokti we have to discuss the main theme of 

kiivya (poetry) assimilating (vakrokti). It means what will be the real form of kiivya 

obliquity? 

Tatvamsiil amkiirasya kii vyatii ... .. tenlamkrta~ya kii vyatvamiti sthiti{la. na puna/} 

kii vyasyiilamkiirsya yogya{l iti.29 

It means he never accepts poetry excepting vakrokti (obliquity) further he defines 

kiivya (poetry) systematically: 

Sabdthau sahitau kiivyam vakrakavivyiipiisalini. 

Bandhe vyavasthitau kiivyam tadvitiihliidakiiri(1. 30 

2.2. Etymological Explanation of kiivyalak~ha(IQ: 

In fact Kuntaka's whole vakrokti (obliquity) theory 1s the explanation and 

evaluation of kiivya. Five major points may be discussed in above mentioned 

karikii as follows: 

I Sabdartha (words and meanings) 

II Siihitya (relationship between words and meaning) 

III VakrakavivyiipiirSiilinl(poet born quality assimilating with obliquity) 

IV Bandhevyavasthitau(systematic arrangement) 

29 Vakroktijivitart1.1.6.vrtti, p.l6 
30 Ibid.l. 7. 
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V Tadvitahladkaritva(heart-appealing to readers) 

2.2.1. Sabdartha or words and meanings: 

'Sabarthau kavyaril in it suggestive meaning or vacya and expressed word or 

vacaka becomes a poetry in whole. In vakrokti 'two are one' principle appears. 

Two (words and meanings) is a poetic beauty in itself. 

2.2.2. Siihitya or relationship between 5abda and artha: 

Neither aesthetics words with poetic talent nor m~anings assimilating charming 

(vaicitrya) are able to create poetry but the combination of both becomes poetry. 

Tile5utailam 5abda and with expresses the feelings of tadvit[i_hladkaritva. Here one 

genuine question arise that if the mixture of words and meanings are ready to 

create a poetic beauty, then the word sahitya is useless then Kuntaka replies it very 

simply. If this is clear that the relation of words and meanings (suggestive 

meanings and expressed words) are universal then sahitya (relationship between 

words and meanings) also will be universal. 

But here sahitya refers an especial meaning. That is a competition between vakrata 

and figures of the speech as a poetic treasury. Therefore words and meanings are 

expressing poetic beauty relating with each other. And between them sahitya are 

compulsory. Further expressing it as a better way Kuntaka says sahityam 

tulyak~atvenanyuniinatirikta tvam. It means they are with equal importance that is 

5abda and artha (word and meaning) no any one is less or excess. It is necessary to 

make clear the deep meaning of word and meaning before discussing its relation 

(siihitya). 
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{A). Sabda or word: 

Being many synonyms of any word there must be one word which is able to 

express meanings (which the poet wants to say) and its aim should be charming 

and heart-appealing to readers (sahrdaya). 31 It means vivak~to yoasau 

vastumi~oarthastadekaviicakal} tasya ekal} keval eva viicakaf:l, anye~u satsvapi. 32 

Those words may not be expressive properly which are full with a special utterance 

or general expression of meanings.33 

kallolavellitadda ?Jlaru ?!Jraharai I}· 

ratniiyamuni makariikaramiivamilsthal} 

kim kaustubhena bhavato vihito na nama 

yaffciiprasiiritakaral} puru~otamoapi. 34 

0 Sea! You should not neglect the metals through your hard and stone full flows. Is 

(among these metals) this, not, only kaustubh make the god Vishnu a beggar before 

you? It means you have created an atmosphere to make him a beggar doing such 

kinds of activities. 

In this example an attempt was made to discuss a general gu(los (qualities) 

ratniinyamuni of the metals but the metal named as kaustubha is summarized 

finally. Therefore there is lack of poetic beauty because of opposes between 

beginning and conclusions. Thus, there is a defect named as Bhagnaprkiiratii on 

account of this. 

31 Sabdo vivakl}itarthaikaviicakoanyel}u satsvapi. 
arthal:l sahrdayaahladaklirispandasundaral:l. 

(vakroktijivitarh.l. 9). 
32 Vakroktijivitarh.l.9. vritti.p.38 
33 Vakroktijivitarh 1.9. vrtti.p.38 
34 Bhallata5litaka.62 and klivyapraklil}a.p.397. 
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We cannot say that the excellences which are in the special meanings, will be in 

general meanings also. So, especially expressed word that is kaustubha etc. is not a 

defective use at the place of general expressed word. Because it has been said also: 

vajivara(lalohanam ka~.thpa~navasasiim. 

naripuru~toyanamntaram mahadanantaram. 35 

It means horse, elephant, metals, wood; stones, cloths, woman, man and water, 

there are a lot of difference among them. 

Thus, at the place of a generalized metal a special metal may not be used. But here 

in later referred example may be changed by making some changes Ekena kim na 

vihito bhavatah sa nam. 

It means (you can't believe that only one metal) among them one has made (God 

Vishnu) beggar before you? 

The above mentioned changes are mixes with poetic talent; Kuntaka says it as kavi 

-vyapasalini. 

(B) Artha or meaning: 

Kuntaka's sayings artha§c vacyalak~al}a/J kidrsalf? 36 Has cleared the form of 

meaning in poetry. He says that in poetry readers heart must be pleasant by poem, 

is real poetry: 

Kavye ya!J sah.ridyah.ridayiihliidakariparispandasundara!J. 37 

35 Tantrakhyayika.l.40. 
36 Vakroktijivitari1.1.9.vrtti.p.43. 
37 Ibid. 
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It means the artha or meaning is that thing which makes pleasure in the heart of 

readers through its nature or spanda. 

It means subject or topic has lot of its nature (dharma) but in poetry that kind of 

dharma must be used which are able to make sensible meaning and to give 

pleasure to hearer or readers. And there should be a power also to fulfill that gap 

which are invisible or has nourishing power to express the rasa (sentiment). 

As: Tiimbhyagachhudruditiinusiirimunil} ku5edhmiiharailiiya yiital} 

ni!?adaviddhariac;Jajadarsanottha~ slokatvamapadyata yasya soka~.38 

Muni(saint) went to take kusa and idhmii and there heard a voice ofweepings, he 

went there and saw a bird wounder by a hunter. Muni sighed with pain and it 

changed to sorrow 5oka(ls1okatvarfliigata(la. 

Here all the readers want to know that who is the Muni? To fulfill the curiosity 

one needs to go back to the phrase miiti ni¢-dapratSthtirfltvarhgamaiJ ... ... etc. and to 

get its full summary about Muni that is valmiki, who was also known as the 

knower of emotions of sita when she was left in forest by Lord Rama, in his 

cottage. Kuntaka uses the word pariipanda for the fulfillment of natural meaning. 

There for, here in this example natural meanings lead to give pleasure (sorrowful) 

to the readers. 

Unpleasant use of artha to readers: 

Here is an example where we can find out that which types of meaning become 

unpleasant to the readers. Asahrdayiihliidaktiritvam: 

38 Raghuval)sarh.l4. 70. 
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Sadyal} purr parisareapi sirT$amrddhT 

Sitii java t tricaturii(li $Bdiinigatva 

Gantavyamadya kiyadityasakrad bruvii(lii 

Riima5ru(lal} kratavatTprathamavatiiram 

In the above sloka Sitii 's softness and simplicity are defined. Sita was to soft with 

bodily after going there or four steps from Ayodhyii 's border, being tired asks to 

Rama again and again how much we have to go today. Seeing this pitiable 

condition of S ita's tears fell down of Rama. 

Through Sita was a firm determined lady and ready to take any problem in forest 

with Riima but the use of the word Asakrada (again and again) is not a proper use. 

This was not giving any pleasure to readers because they can't believe that Sitii 

will do such kinds of activities whether she is determined for any action. Here the 

word AvaSa.m (not in control) must be use at the place of Asakrad word. 

Thus the poet wants to show a special meaning but use the general word, is not 

acceptable by readers to please them well. Here special word must be use for 

special meaning. 

2.2.3. Vakrakavivyiipiirasalinior Obliquity based on poetic talent: 

We can say a poetic talent of the term kavivyiipiirasaliniand effeciensive work of a 

poet. Kuntaka uses the word obliquity ( Vakratii) in kavivyaparasalini to show a full 

flagged theory of this principle. That I am disclosing in fact we can say an artistic 

beauty in a whole at the place of VakrakavivyiipiiraSiilinl 
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2.2.4. Bandhe vyavasthitau or Systematic Arrangement of poetic stanza: 

The word Bandha arrangement, we remember Vaman's Riti. Vamana has used 

Bandha as compassion of gu(la and alamkiira (excellences and figures of speech). 

Kuntaka says that the combination of gu~as and alamkiiras is a poetic are mixed 

with obliquity it means the phrase VakrakavivyaparaSiilinrbandhe vyavasthitau 

ka vyam is motivated by the phrase Gu(liilamkarasamkratayol} of Vamana. 

Therefore, in short we can say that Vyavasthita Bandh systematic s~_ape of poetry 

is universe part of guna and alamkara (excellences and figures of speech). 

2.2.5. Tadvidiihliidakiiritva or Poetic pleasure to Reader: 

Tala (poetry)+ Vida (specialist) leads its peake as whole (Tadvida)which means 

specialist of the poetry: this tadvida gives pleasure to readers. Kuntaka has 

expressed it into two ways: 

A. Apurvata (Extraordinarily) 

B. Rasa po;>a(JG-tii (Sentimentanial) 

Clarified the Vakrokti theory ofKuntaka by discussing of these two types well: 

• The basic plate form of poem or poetry is word and meanings ( §abda and 

artha).There special word and meaning must be applicable. It means that 

word give pleasure to readers through synonyms is available of this and it 

showed be sentimental (Rasa Po~(lata). 

• The combination of word and meaning is compulsory in poetry. Sahitya 

(combination) means combined unity of word and meaning where both 

are equal: Sahityam tulyakak;;atvenanyunatiriktatvam. 
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• The unity of word and meaning must be in poetic shape it is also full with 

obliquity and poet's poetic art. 

• All these discussion and system that is word, meaning their relation. 

Poetic art full with vakrokti is for giving pleasure to readers. 

Finaly we can. say that Kuntaka wants to say that poetry is that which is full with 

word aesthetic (§abda saundarya) and meanings strangeness (artha vaicitrya) and 

giving pleasure to readers. All this is a poetic talent of a poet as a whole. 

2.3. Vakrokti: As a soul of poetry: 

Kuntak's principle vakrokti is: 

"Vakrokti I} prasiddhabhidhanavyatirek;:n; vicitraiviibhidhii. Kidrasi 

vaidagdhyabhamgibha[Jitil}. Vaidagdhyam vidagdhabhii val}, 

kavikarmakausa/am, tasya bhamgi vicchitil}, tadiibha[Jitil}. Vicitraiviibhidhii 

vakroktirityucyate. 

According to above mentioned explanation vakrokti can pointed out in the follows: 

I. Vakrokti really means a strange utterance (way to say something). 

II. Sarangefull meaning means: a different utterance from the special voice 

structure. Kuntaka has modified the special word as following ways: 

• Siistriidiprasiddha§abdiirthopanibandhavyatireki: The word and meaning 

which are systematical in sastras, a different of general use is called special 

(Vi5e::;a). It means the farmers words which are used in sastras which are not· 

general are called special. 

• Atikriintaprasiddhavyavahiirasara(Ti: It means higher point of general use of 

words is, Vi5e:;a, means special is general use of words, through doing life. 
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According to above mentioned two examples. Famous acquires the 

meaning in the use of Siistra and vyavahiira. 

III. Marvellous beauty is internal part of poet's which is full with 

vaidhagdhyajanyaciirutii. This is notable point that Kuntaka has used vakrata, 

vicitra, carii, vaidagdhya etc. as a synonyms way. 

IV. Vaidagdhya means a poetic art of a poet. It means vaidagdhyajanyaciirutii is 

used at the place of the variegated beauty of a poet. 

V. Kuntaka has used the word kavi-vyiipiira at the place of kavi-kausal or poetic 

talent: 

Sabdiirthausahitaukiivyam vakara kavivyiipiiraSiilini. 39 

Kavi-vyiipiira means the act based upon kavi-pratibhii which comes in the words 

vyiipiirasya kavi pratibhollikhitasya karmal}iil}. 40 

Kuntaka has defined pratibhii as: priiktaniidyatan-sariJskiira paripiikaprauflhii 

pratibhii kiicideva kaviSa.ktil}. 41 

Means prtibhii or become manifest is a climax of earlier life and present life. 

Notable point is that saying and explained the vakrakavivyiipiiraSiilini is not a real 

appearance of vakrokti, it needs some other compulsory conditions also. 

VI. For the whole appearance of poetic system it is necessary to be 

tadvidiihliidakiiritva. Two things come out from reader's internal pleasure: 

• Vakrokti is not merely only a 5abda krifiii or arth kri"9ii. 

39 Vakroktijivitari1.1.6. 
40 Jayaratha a commentary of Kavyalamkarasarvasva 

"V>kroktijT;yrJ"D \ b ~ 
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• There is no differentiation of vakrokti from svabhiivokti. Because in 

svabhiivokti there is general charming of naturally and for that it is also 

pleasure giving to the readers. It makes vakrokti a difference with 

Bhamaha's viirtii or itiv.rtti. 

According above mentioned analysis vakrokti means variegated saying or utterance 

which bears three gw;ii or qualities. 

• Difference use of ru<jha word and meanings from common use and Siistra. 

• Variegated form of poet's assertion. 

• Power to give pleasure to reader's inner self. 

Vakrokti is the name of that utterance or sayings style which is difference use 

from lokavyavahara and sastra's use, is pleasure full for readers being poet's 

asserted variegation. 

Analyzing these Kuntaka's two points came out: 

• The style of poetry is different compulsory from common use and 

Siistra. 

• Poems main cause is poets utterance and nature in which poets 

assertion is the climax of poet's prior life and current life and nature 

is poet's duty: 

kave(la karma kiivyarh. 

2.4. Poet's duty in poetry: 

The minute analysis of Rasa taken a good place in Indian poetics but in that part 

reader's role is most important not the creator. It means Rasa's thinker's inner self 
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has discussed properly and minutely but poems creator and poet's nature and 

imagination quality is neglected. 

No other poet's except Kuntaka has discussed poet's give in poetry as a long way 

in Vakroktij ivitam. He has given a climax to the poet assertion in poetry whereas 

one can never neglect the role of poet in poetry. Although poet's role in poetry was 

said earlier many times in poetics but not so specially as Kuntaka has made it. As: 

The iiciiryas of figurativeness, rasa, dhvani in another way we can say them as 

dehviidi and iitmaviidT, who discussed poet's assertion in root way to take birth of 

poetry. There they accept main duty of poet as a part of poetry. In many Sanskrit 

maxims, where poet's own creation presented as Prajiipati, all these examples are 

supporters to them: 

Kuntaka's saying kavel} karma kavyam has made the impmiance of kavi. In above 

mentioned discussion poet's two views are clears: 

• Subjective poetry 

• Personal poetry 

Between these two points there are along terms conflict, which is Indian poetics as 

an open minded and in European poetics personally discussed from the begging of 

thinking. 

In Indian poetics it is declared hero as a noble and brave minded presents a subject 

based poetry. The combination of vibhiiva, anubhava and vyabhiciirTbhiiva is 

mainly subject based in the context of rasa which is also self centered. 

In the western poetics this principle also followed. From Aristotle to Mathew 

Arnold there they have played a major role of great themes. In certain places self 

centered poetics view may be shown. Which supports Kuntaka's view on poet that 
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is kavel} karma kiivyarh In prior Longinus, in letter on Russo, Swinberg and in 

modem Kroche etc. has apposed subject based poetry? 

In western is the effect of subject based poetry is not less. There majority has 

follows for a long time. In 201
h century Eliot has neglected totally the self centered 

poetry. He accepts kavi as medium not a creator. To become a talented poet, it is 

not necessary that his mental status would be also talented. This is necessary how 

his mental status becomes a medium to capture that emotions and sentiments. At 

the point of poetic creation which assimilation takes places, there is no relation of 

kavi from that subject. In all these process his self impression is always different 

and unmovable in that way as a chemical point follq:ws. For example: "If you fell 

platinum in fully covered room with oxygen and sulpher dio-oxied, you will find 

out those two things will changed into sulpher acid but platinum will be 

unchanged. The poet's thinking is like this platinum which affecting the emotions 

and sentiments but him self will unchangeable. "42 

2.5. The Aspect of Poetry 2lS Self Centered and Creative View: 

In poetry, poet's creativity and self centered view appears. In self centered view 

all the activity of poet's life what ever it may be, sensible, unsensible, happiness 

and sorrowful all are presented by a poet in a poem. Thus, in it poet becomes both 

creator and tester, it means his work became an autobiography. Here in it poet's 

tester and creator view both forms appears in which there are a deep relationship 

between them. 

Therefore, we can say that every is an autobiography accordance to the self 

centered view of poetic art. 

42 Tradition and Self centered Become Manifest.p.l8. 
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But where as poetry's creative part is concern these things are no so important, he 

would not be a tester of all that things which are discussed and systematized in his 

poetry. He only creates the work. Indian poetics also expressed poet as sa vii sana 

or seer of satya but he do not it as a relationship between creator an4 tester both. 

He creates the poetry upon the basis of become a manifest skills and efforts: 

pratibhii, abhyiisa and nipu(1Cltii. Thus poetry or kiivya is a sensible work of the 

poet or kavi. Which creates with the help of above mentioned three things? 

Kuntaka accepts poet's creative part and includes it in the major role of pratibhii or 

become a manifest. Indian poeticians accepts it that in poet's mind the poetic 

beauty are installed already in minute form and he feels it in his own life with the 

help of self realizing power, this is the general concept. Kuntaka accept poet's truth 

seer or saviisanatii but he accepts pratibhii or become a manifest as a major part of 

it. 

2.6. Importance of Pratibhii in Kiivya: 

The name of pratibhii is iakti or poetic power in it creates a mental power of any 

poet. In Indian poetics pratibhii played a major role. The word pratibhii includes in 

it self two words prati (suffix) and bhii (dhiitulverb) and which bears lighting 

power. It means by which any poetic aesthetic lightened is pratibhii. Pratibhii and 

pratibhiina has discussed in Indian philosophical and philological Siistras of 

Sanskrit many times. 

In Europe, pratibhii 's attribute is a valuable from the beginning though there is no 

any acceptance of prior life because there is no any place of rebirth in Christianity. 

But we can discuss dynamic effect as a major role to create the pratibhii. The 

European pshycratist accepts pratibha as the way of theoretical and practical both. 

In the discussion of pratibhii the scholar named as Golton has played a major role: 
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"I am not in the favor to use the word pratibhii in any defined form whereas, I 

want to explore a kind of power through it which will be extra-ordinary and 

genetic".43 

"I want to show that famous people ancestor's be also famous, it is also my 

assumption that I want to show that pratibha is ancestral."44 

"I have a full objection upon generalization which are a lie tale also. "45 

2.6.1. Pratibhii: the View of Kuntaka: 

Kuntaka has discussed pratibhii with full arguments. Though pratibha there is no 

any systematic reference in his theory. But whenever he gets a chance discussed 

abut it. So we are able to give some views about to arranging them. According to 

him pratibhii has a central point in poetry: 

Yadyapi dvayorapyetayostatapradhiinyenaiva viikyopanibandha(l tathiipi 

kavipratibhaprau 9/zireva priidhanyenavati!j(l.tthe. 46 

Though with the important role of sabdartha is poetry created but pratibhii is main 

point in accessing it: 

yatkiriciniipi vaicitryam tatasarvam pratibhodbhavam 

saukumiiryaparispandasyandi yatra viriijate. 47 

Softness is that way where all marvellou,s beauty which are generated by pratibhii, 

all are present through sweetness nature. 

43 Ancestral Introduction of Pratibha.p.8. 
44 lbid.p.5. 
45 Ibid.J2. 
46 Vakroktijivitarh.l.7.vrtti.p.32. 
47 Ibid. 1.28. 
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2.6.2. The Creativity of Pratibhii: 

About the creativity of pratibhii Kuntaka says that poetic assertion is endless: 

Yasmata kavipratibhantyaniyatatvam na sambhavati. 48 

Pratibhii or assertion is that talent by which extra-ordinary chartings are generated 

without making even a single effort: 

Paratibhii pratamodbhedasamaye yatra vakratii 

5abdiibhidheyayoranta{l sphuratTva vibhiivyate. 49 

Kuntaka says that only unfaded assertion or pratibha is able to generate 

strangeness in words and meanings: 

amlanapratibhodabhinna{l nava5abdartha{l. 50 

Actually Kuntaka wants to say that Poet's assertion does not create any new form 

of a word and meaning as scientist discovers. He explores the real excellence of 

any word through poetic talent in which the general forms of the word were 

vanished and a new born form of a word is appears. There are a lot of things 

created by the creator in this universe with different forms which are seeable by the 

people as a general way as an external form of the word but the poet's assertion 

makes an interview with it for the qualitative enquiry and express it in that way by 

which its general form disappeared and explores a new form which gives pleasure 

to the hearers. 

48 Hidi Vakroktijivitam.p.64. 
49 Vakroktijivitam.l.34. 
~0 Vakroktijivitaril.l.15. 
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This remarkable point that the pratibhii or assertion escapes the general forms of 

the things and generates an extra-ordinary charming but it (pratibhii) never gives 

an existence of new things. It only explores the beauty of the things. 

About pratibhii Kuntaka said this is the peak point of or result of the prior life and 

present life: 

priiktaniidyatanasamsakii raparipiikaprau ¢'Iii pratibhii. 

Defining pratibhii in this way Kuntaka gives a clue to western thinkers as a deviate 

form. By which they examine and make a linguistic enquiry. 

2. 7. Vakrokti and Rasa: A Study: 

Kuntaka has strongly expressed his view that is siilamkiirasya kiivyatii but it does 

not make any obstacle to hearer's sentiments. Discussing about poetry clears the 

importance of rasa: 

Sabdiirthau sahitau vakrakavivyapiirasalinr 

Bandhe vyavasthitau kavyam tadvidiihli(li. 51 

Here, for arranged poetry how much poetic talent is necessary in the same way 

tadavitaiihliidakiiritva is also compulsory. Tata vida means: the specialist of 

poetry. So sayings the readers pleasure Kuntaka says the importance of rasa or 

sentiment because pleasure never fell excepting rasa. 

Defining Kiivya prayojana (the aim of poetry) has proved the rasa concept also: 

Caturvargaphaliisviidamapyatikramya tadvidiim 

51 Vakroktijivitam.l.7. 
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Kiivyiimrataraseniinta5camatkiiro vitanyate. 52 

It means the poetical pleasure including rasa is more important than 

caturvargaphal in the heart of readers and it is fully strange full also.Camatkiiro 

vitanyate means Ahliidal} puna!} puna!} kriyate. It means the pleasure extend in 

every moment whenever we read it. Here one question is accusing as a genuine 

way that Kuntaka is referring the word ahlada pleasure, means he is stressing this 

word, though it is praise of pleasure not rasa. But this has answered by Kuntaka 

himself in softness way (sukumiiramarga): 

Rasiidiparamiirthaj ffal} mana!} sariTviida-sundaral}. 53 

Kuntaka has included nature as an increaser of vakrokti taking less important in 

content but it is also a part of poet's representation because it is full with natural 

beauty: 

rasoddipanasiimarthyavinibandhanabandhuram 

cetaniiniimamukhyiiniirflja¢iniim capi bhuyasii. 54 

Therefore he says rasadiparamarthaj ffa to ahliidakiiritva and praises it. Expects it 

many other places he says for readers as sarasiitmaniim and for its objectivity uses 

the phrase iirdracetasiim. 

Sarasiitmiinam iirdracetasari155 

52 Vakroktijivitarh.l.S. 
53 Ibid.l.26 
54 Vakroktijivitarh .. 3.8. 
55 Vakroktijivitarh.l.61. 
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2.7.1. Aspect of Rasa in poetic division: 

Analyzing the theory of Kuntaka he also finds the main role of rasa as 

Anandavardhana accepts in poetry. In the analysis of Prabandha Vakratii he 

accepts vakrokti (equvoquity) as a assertion and great form of it which is nous poet 

not a general poets. He accepts the existence of rasa in the discussion of great 

poets: 

Niranrasodgiiragarbhasarhdarbhabirbhaviil} 

giral} kavthiirhjivanti na kathiimiitrabhii!Jital}. 

It means the poet's expression which is fully fluding the rasa continuously is not 

living at the grace of themes only. It is clear through above mentioned view that 

the greatest form of poetry is Prabandha or fettered. And its major point is rasa. So 

as dhvani 's main point is rasa. 

In vakrokti rasa is not a suggested meaning (viicya) but it is expressed meaning 

(vyangya). Udbha.f!a has made rasa as self expressed suggestions. (sva5abda 

viicyatva). Kuntaka made a satire in him and said: "I have never seen rasa's 

(sentiment's) self expressed suggestive meaning till data." 

"yat sva5abdairabhidi iyamiiniil} srutimayama vatarantascetaniiniirh ca 

varnacamatkiirarh kucvantltyanena nyiinena ghratapilraprabhratayal} 

padiirthiil} svasabdairabhidhiyamiiniil} tadiisviidasampadarh 

sampiidayantltyevarh sarvasya 

kasyacidupabhogasukhiirthinastairudiiracaritairayatnenaiva 
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tadabhidhiinamiitriideva trailokyariijyasampatsaukhyasamrddhi[l 

ptatipiidyate iti namastebhya [1. 56 

2.7.2. The Aspect of Rasa in Poetic Theme: 

Kuntaka has expressed the impmiance and role of rasa in poetical subject very 

clearly. He gives a very clear class about rasa in his theory- "The main cognitive 

(as Deviis are) form called as uneffortable, when it nourished with charming 

original form of beauty leads rati etc. nourished a form of rasa. "57 

"Uncognitive (lion etc. which are uncognitive creators ofuniversej creators 
and many of the lifeless things becomes sentimental, are also the subject of 
poet's expression because they bears charming and attractive forms."58 

2.7.3. The Aspect of Rasa in Poetic Way (Kiivya miirga): 

In the theory which we are discussing here rasa has played an important role in 
poetic way (Kiivya miirga) both in softness and marvelous beauty rasa has 
discussed with interdisciplinary. Softness in its general way Rasiidi paramiirthajffa 

mana(l sari7Viidasundara59 and marvelous beauty being marvelous and nourishing60 

is full with rasa. 

56 Vakroktijivitam.1.11. vrtti. P.344. 
57 Mukhya + yatpradhiinam + cetanasuriisuriidisambandhi svariipam tadevarfrvidham satkaviniim varf,rlspadam 
bhavati satyii{iiragocaratiim pratipiidyate. KTd[Sa~ 'akli~.taratyiidipariryii?tJmanoharam'. Akli~.tal} 
kadarthaniivirahital} pratyagratiimanoharo yo ratyiidi(l sthiiyibhiivastasya paripo~l} 
srarhgiiraprabh{tirasatviiJ?.iidana~- 'Sthyyeva tu raso bhavet' iti nyiiyiit.- Vakroktijivitam.3.7. v{tti. P.324 

58 Rasodd;panasiimarthyavinibandhabandhuram 
Cetaniiniimamukhyiiniimjaptiniim ciipi bhilyasii.- Vakroktij1Vitam. 3.8. 

59 Bhiivasvabhiivapriidhiinyanyakkratiihiiryakau5alal} 
Rasiidiparamiirthajfiamanal}sarfrviidasundaral}. -- Vakroktijfvitam.l.26. 

60 Svabhiival} sarasiikato bhiiviiniim yatra badhyate 
Keniipi kamanQ!ena vaicitrye(IOpabramhita(l.- Vakroktijfvitam.I.41. 
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Third is medium way being the combination of both rasa has proved in it. 

So in poetic divisions, poetic aspect and poetic way are full with nourishing way of 

rasa. 

2.7.4. Relationship between Rasa and Vakrokti: 

If vakrokti is figurativeness and the soul of poetry and rasa is also pay a major role 
in poetry, then how they will compromise? It must be answered. 

Undoubtedly Kuntaka's vakrokti theory is full with marvelous beauty that is full 
with word and meaning between them rasa played a major role as a form of artha 
(meaning). 

So rasa is the main point of poetry in discussion of vakrokti, if poetry's living 

voice is Vakrokti, it progr~ssive plat form is rasa. 

There is same relationship between rasa and vakrokti as dhvani and rasa bears: 

A. Rasa is the major role player in vakrokti. 
B. The poetic expression of rasa will never be without vakratii. 

So, in poetry rasa will not be existing without vakrokti, wheather it will in another 
part. Rasa is only subject based not a poetry, vakratii (marvelous beauty) will be 
without rasa wheather will not be as important as rasa or not. 

So without rasa poetry will alive but not without vakrokti. Therefore, vakrokti is 
poetic liveness not rasa. 

2.8. Vakrokti in Western poetics: an Introduction: 

If vakrokti has not discussed as free poetic art in western poetry but it has 
discussed occasionally. There is a long term conflict between reality and 
imagination. This is the first platform about poetry. Through Pleto's earlier age 
there were no many poets, whether it was discussed in philosophical way. It was 
properly named or not. 
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The first poet in west is called Homer. He gives a clue about vakrokti where poet's 
marvelous beauty comes through poetic talent. 61 Which Bosanke has said it 'first 

step' in western poetic though and Atkins said it as Miiyii of art. 

Prior age to Plato there was great discussion about reality and imagery which said 
in Indian poetics as viirtii and vakratii. 

Before Pleto there was a poetics books named as Frogs written by Aristophenease 
(425-388 B.C.). In this dramatic poetry a satire was made upon to great greic 
dramatics Aschylas and Eurepease who were quarreling themselves making a 
personal critic upon one another. In this, there are many clues about poetry as raJ 
evam vakra has reffered here. 

Plato, also gave a company in poetic area to their Greek companion and accepting 
as falls imitation of reality rejected the existence of Kiivya poetry). He say that, 

"Literature or thrice removed with reality." 

Reality Shaper Literature 

A B ----------------+C 

Original Creator Imitator 

Kuntaka has discussed about this in his virtue vakratii (theme based obliquity) that 
poet generates only marvelous beauty in that thing through his poetic talent; he 
accepts only those things which are attractive and charming and pleasure giver to 
the readers. 

Pleto fails to recognize this kind of theory which Kuntaka made of viirtii and 

vakratii. 

Aristotele (384-321 B.C.) recognize the differences between Reality and Imagery 
and gave an answer to Pleto's question which he raised about mimesis. He said 
that: 

"Poetic mimesis is not a reality of that this is the recreation if that thing." 

61 The body is made of gold but it cover is made of (appears) black color. It is the miracle of its art. 
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Thus, "Poet's poetic only is not to make a discussion of that thing but is what it 
should be. "62 It means, As it is, as it should be and as it ought to be, in it third 

point is poetic art. 

"There is same relationship between old age and evening time so, we can say 
evening as dying day or old age is evening life."63 In the same form Kuntaka's 
upaciira vakratii is: 

Yatra diiriintareanyasmiit siimiinyamupacaryate 

Le 5enapi bhavatkii mcid vaktumudriktav.rttitam. 64 

2.9. Vakrokti in Renaissance: Dante and Shakespeare: 

After the declining the Greek age in west there was a darken age for a leis time 
there was no any poetic theory takes place. But when Dante come in the light that. 
In that crucial age and gave a direction to poetics he declares the "Lighting voice 
of canon people (de valgari aloquvensiya)."65 

Giving that expression declining too darkness two century has gone. After that 16th 
century takes place and it is called renaissance in western age (especially in 
Britain). In this age one hand the traditions were protected by scholars and at the 
other hand modem thickly takes place. 

This storm especially affected Britain well Shakespeare has neglected the tradition 
rules of poetry and accept a style according to subject which is full with marvelous 
beauty. In this way he gave reconstruction of tradition and at other hand new trends 
to thinking. 

2.10. Deviation: 

The surprising similarity between Kuntak's Vakrokti and the concept of style as 

'deviation from the norm' seen in modem stylistics can not escape a modem 

reader. However, it is equally significant that while stylistics is concerned with 

phonological, grammatical and lexical aspects of language, Kuntaka takes into 

62 Poetics. P.29. 
63 Ibid. p.6-47 
64 Vakroktijivitam. 2.13. 
65 That is the light or clarity full which is self lighting and giving light to others. 
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account larger unites of discourse also, such as context and composition taken as a 

whole. This enables him to review the entire gamut of the poetic creation from the 

point of view of artistic efficacy. The concept of deviation is important to the study 

of literary texts. To be stylistically distinctive, a feature of language must deviate 

from some nonn of Comparison. To Leech66
, This norm may be an absolute one, 

functioning "for the Language as a whole" or a relative one" provided by some set 

of texts which for the purposes of the study are regarded as comparable." Levin67 

proposes another Distinction, in this connection, between determinate and 

statistical deviations.Whereas statistical deviation is a quantitative measure of 

linguistic differences .. between the domain and the norm, determinate deviation is 

non-quantitative. In determinate deviation, the deviation is observed as a 

discrepancy between what isallowed by the rules and conventions of the language 

system and what occurs in the text. It is this type of deviation which is considered 

by Leech as significant inthe study of literary style, and especially in poetry. 68 

It is also possible to consider deviations in literary texts at three levels: 

Primary Deviation: 

Where the text deviates from norms of the language as a whole. 69 

Secondary Deviation: 

Where it deviates from norms of literary composition in particular. 70 

66 G. Leech. "Stylistics," Discourse and Literature, ed. Teun A. Van Dijk 
(Amsterdam: John Benjamins Publishing Co., 1985) 40. 
67 s.R. Levin. "Deviation- Statistical and Determinate," Lingua 12 (1963): 277. 
68 G. Leech. A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry ( London : Longman. 1969) 
p.36-71. 

69 G. Leech." Stylistics," Discourse and Literature, ed. Teun A. Van Dijk 
(Amsterdam. John Benjamins Publishing Co., 1985) 45 
70 J. Mukarovsky. "Standard Language and Poetic Language," A Prague School 
R2uder on E~theticsL. iterary Structure, and Style, ed. and trans. P.L. Garvin (Washington 
D.C.:Georgetown CP. 1958 )23 
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Third Deviation: 

Tertiary deviation or internal deviation where the deviation is from norms internal 

to a text.71 

1. Primary deviation takes two main forms: 

• Where the language allows a choice within the rules of its code and the 

Conventions of its use, the writer goes outside the choices available. 

• Where the language allows a choice, the writer denies himself the freedom 

to choose, and uses the same item repeatedly. 

This results in deviation from some expected frequency and in the expression of 

Some linguistic elements "more rarely than usual" and "more often than usual".72 

The first category of primary deviation can be exemplified using the following 

extract: 

:o thou, 

Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed 

The winged seeds, where they lie cold and low,73 

Here the deviation by the use of the rare verb 'chariotest' and by the collocation 

oddity of 'the wind charioting the seeds to bed.' 

Here· one thing is notable that the word chariotest means an open two wheeler like 

'bagghi' used in olden age for walking or in battlefield as a vehicle of fighting. 

71 S.R. Levin. "Internal and External Deviation in Poetry," Word 21 (1965): 225 
72 G. Leech. and M.H. Short, Style in Fiction: A Lingtristic1ntroduction to English 
Fictional Prose (London: Longman, 1981) 49. 
J2P.B. Shelley." Ode to the West Wind 
73 P.B. Shelley." Ode to the West Wind," The Norton Introduction to Literature, 
eds. Carl E. Bain. Jerome Beaty, and J. Paul Hunter (New York: Norton, 1982) 496. 
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The collocational oddity of "Who (the wind) chariotest .............. seeds." 

The wind of 

clashes 

with 

+Human 

chariotest 

Attributes 

The seeds 

-Human 

Clashes 

with 

+Human 

AS the figure shows. 'Wind' and 'seeds' do not share human feature in the language 

Code; the predicator 'chariotest' attributes these features to them in the 

Context of the poem, thereby personifying both. Further, the phrase order 

Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed I the winged seeds 

S + P + A + 0 

Is abnormal for English which demands the syntactic organization of Subject+ 
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Predicator + Object + Adverbial. Thus the breaking of the syntactic rule of the 

Language code also contributes to the deviation of the lines quoted. The second 

category of primary deviation can be exemplified using the very last line of 

Hopkins' "The Wreck of the Deutschland": 

Our hearts'charity's hearth's fire, our thoughts' 

Chivalry's throng's Lord. 74 

(XXXV, 8) 

Deviation here_is__caused by the repetitive use of the genitive construction to an 

Unusual degree: three successive genitives occur in each parallel half-line. This 

Linguistic feature is 'more often than usual' for, in practice, one very rarely has 

cause to make up a sequence of more than two genitives in spite of the fact that 

genitive construction in English is one of those which can be indefinitely repeated. 

In which the opposite tendency in which a linguistic feature occurs 'more rarely 

than Ubual' is illustrated in Halliday's analysis 75 of Lok' s language in Golding's 

The Inheritors. Halllday recognizes the limited grammar of Lok's language in its 

paucityof clauses with a direct object or clauses with a human subject. To represent 

The limited universe of Lok. Golding thus uses a limited language, especially in 

thearea of transitivity. 

2. In secondary deviation, the text deviates not from the norms of linguistic 

expression in general, but from nonns of literary composition, including norms of 

Author or genre. Leech76 identifies this deviation in Shelley's 'Ode to the West 

74 G.M. Hopkins. "The Wreck of the Deutschland," Hopkins: Select Poems, ed. K. 
Balakrishnan (Agra: Lakshmi Narain Agarwal, 1980) 98. 

75 M.A.K. Hallida-. 'Linguistic Function and Literary Style: An Enquiry into William 
Golding's "The Inheritors".' Literary Style: A Symposium, ed. S. Chatman (London: 
OvfordUP, 1971) 334. 
76 G. Leech." Stylistics." Discourse andliterature. ed. Teun A. Van Dijk p.48. 
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Wind' in which the metrical pattern shows a deviation from the ode's implicit 

iam~ic pentameter pattern of x I x I x I x I x I. He extends his analysis to reveal 

how the metrical variation contributes to the impression of the wind's unruly force 

in the poem. In internal deviation, the features of language within the text depart 

from the norms the text itself has led us to expect. It is identified by its contrast 

with the preceding context. 77 Internal deviation explains why even ordinary and 

banal places of language acquire extraordinary prominence and impact in literary 

contexts. 

2.10.1. Kinds of Deviation:_ 

Apart from the broad categories of deviation discussed in above, we shall identify 

Specific deviations across differept linguistic levels outlined in the further page: 

Tripartite Model of Linguistic Components 

77 For this reason. Leech (1 985) considers internal deviation as a dynamic phenomenon. 
Unlike primmer) and secondary deviations, it is not static : what counts as internal 
deviation at one point of the text will not do so elsewhere 
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REALIZATION FORM SEMANTICS 

Phonology Grammar Denotative 

Conventional 

poetic licenses 

or 

Visual 

and Cognitive 

Graphology 

Lexicon Meaning 

Source: Leech. Linguistic Guide, 3 7 

As the figure shows there can be deviations of phonological (conventional poetic 

liiences such as elision, aphesis, apocope etc.) And graphological (visual 

patterning, capitalization, spacing, punctuation etc) kind within the linguistic level 

of realization.Under semantics, we have semantic deviation which prompts the 

readers to prefer a figurative interpretation to a literal one in literary expressions. 

This is evidently in Keats' celebrated paradox "Beauty is truth, truth beauty."78 

Lexical deviation results when a new word is coined, or a word is unusually 

78 John Keats, "Ode on a Grecian Urn," The Nortonintroduction to Lirerarure, eds. 
CarlE .Bain. Jerome Beaty, and J.Paul Hunter (New York: Norton, 1982)471. 
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converted, or a new word is formed through affixation. Leech 79 "traces the origin 

of a number of widely used words in English to lexical deviations in 1 iterature: 

blatant (Spenser), assassination (Shakespeare), pandemonium (Milton). He also 

cites Hopkins' line "the widow-making unchilding unfathering deeps" as formed of 

both compounding and affixation by way of lexical deviation from the norms of 

language. An example of functional conversion, by which a lexical item undergoes 

a change in functionwithout a corresponding change in form, is found in the use of 

the word 'achieve'in "the achieve of, the mastery of the thing!"80 In "The 

Windhover'~. As for thegrammatical deviation, we shall examine the following 

introductory passage fromJames Joyce's A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man: 

Once upon a time and a very good time it was there was a moocow corning down 

along the road and this moocow that was corning down along the road met a 

niceness little boy named baby tuckoo: ... 81 

This passage provides us with a specimen of language that lacks normal logical 

transitions. Its repetitive structure and apparently uncontextualised presentation 

Expressionistically evoke an experience of Stephen's (the hero's) childhood 

consciOusness. 

2.10.2. Importance of Deviation: 

Since deviation is especially characteristic of poetic language, it provides us with a 

working criterion for the selection of those linguistic features which are of literary 

significance. Leech and Short in their Style in Fiction recommend82 two different 

models of style which could locate stylistic effect in a literary text. They are: 

79 G. Leech. A Linguisric Guide to English Poetry (London: Longman, 1969) 42 
80 G.M. Hopkins, "The Windhover: To Christ Our Lord," Hopkins: Select Poems, 
ed. K. Balakrishnan (Agra: Lakshmi Narain Agarwal, 1980) 106. 
81 James Joyce. A Porrrait offh e Artist as a Young Man (London :Granada, 
197717. 
82 G.Leech. and M.H.Short, Style in Fiction : A Linguistic Zntroducfion to English 
Fictional Prose (London: Longman, 198 1)139 
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(a) 'Stylistic variants model' which locates stylistic effect against a background 

Of other equivalent variants. ' 83 

(b) 'Foregrounding model' which locates stylistic effect against a background 

Of more normal or expected expressions that could have occurred. 84 

These models are based on two basic assumptions. 

A. First, deviation is a matter degree. It is possible for quantitative foregrounding 

to shade into qualitative foregrounding. A writer is not restricted by the choices 

within the language system alone; he can opt for choices outside the system as 

well, thereby bringing about qualitative foregrounding. 

B. The second assumption is related to the importance of a comparative 

methodology in the study of literary style. Whereas 'stylistic variants model' 

presupposes comparison with other equivalent variants, the 'foregrounding model' 

assumes comparison with more normal and more expected expressions. 

2.10.3. Relevance of Deviation: 

The relevance of these models of style to the study of literary texts is that they 

provide two methods which are mutually complementary and pedagogically viable 

in the interpretation of deviant and fore grounded expressions in literature. This 

can be illustrated with the following example: 

In Hopkins' example where the writer violates the rules of the language code, it is 

appropriate to compare it with its normal paradigm, for its equivalent variants 

cannot simply exist within the limits of language code. Thus a normal and more 

expected expres sion in the context for 'the widow-making unchilding unfathering 

deeps' coul9 be the deeps that deprive the women of their husbands, children of 

their parents and fathers of their children. 

83 stS listie variants model assumes that language specifies a code and that a writer's 
style consists in preferences exercised within the limits of that code 
84 Foregrounding model assumes that creative users of la.nguage often overstep the 
rules and conventions of language code to produce original meanings and effects 
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Thus by comparing what actually occurs with what ought to have occurred in a 

nonnal discourse situation, the learners can be led to recognise the degree of 

compression and economy in the original expression brought about by its use of 

affixation and compounding, and also the "concept-making power ofneologism."85 

Hopkins attributes to sea properties like widow-making, unchilding' and 

unfathering which they do not originally share in the language code. Whereas the 

paraphrase above simply describes tragic happenings connected with the sea, the 

original deviant expressions invest the sea with three awe-inspiring qualities 

thought of as intrinsic to them as are saltness, blueness and wetness to sea-water. 

2.10.4. Conclusion: 

Analysis of language patterns created by linguistic deviations in a literary text can 

lead to its interpretation. But a deviant linguistic feature does not exist in isolation. 

It enters into two kinds of relations: 

I. Intra-textual relations with other language elements - both regular and irregular -

in the context. 

II. Extra-textual relations with the language code from which it derives. Thus in 

the Following extract from Wilfred Owen's "Futility" 

Move him into the sun -

Gently its touch awoke him once, 

At home, whispering of fields unsown. 

Always it woke him, even in France, 

Until this morning and this snow. 

If anything might rouse him now 

The kind old sun will know. 86 

85 G. Leech, 4 Lingzristic Guide to English Poetry (London: Longman, 1969)44. 
86 In V.S. Seturaman. ed., Contemporary Criticism: An Anthology (Madras : 
hlacmillan. 1989) 165 
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'The sun' is assigned human features as it is represented as 'touching' the living 

Sleeper to wake him up and as 'whispering' in his ear. Further it is pre-modified 

with the adjectives 'kind' and 'old' in the phrase 'the kind old sun'. But we must 

notice that although the' context confers human qualities on the sun; at the same 

time the word retains the quality of inanimacy which accompanies it from the 

code. The Pronouns in the poem (its and it) do retain this code feature. So here we 

have an example of a hybrid unit which makes the sun both inanimate and human 

and yet, of course, at the same time neither. It results from the overlap of extra 

textual and intra textual relations -in the poem. This analysis brings to light two 

important aspects of linguistic deviations: 

i. Linguistic deviations, as in the case of fore grounded features in general, do not 

occur randomly in a literary work but pattern in with other linguistic features. 

ii. Linguistic deviations are understood not in isolation with reference only to the 

context in which they appear, but also with reference to the language system or 

code. Without the rules, of course, the writer's deviation from the rules would lose 

its communicative force. 

Here this is remarkable that Kuntaka also says m this favor vakroktil} 

vaidagdhyahhatigtbha<jitil}. 

It is the learners' knowledge of the language code and how it normally works in 

ordinary discourse that helps them make quantitative judgment of how far the 

deviation has gone and qualitative judgment of whether it is artistically successful. 

This makes literary experience at once both personal and subjective. It also 

conveys to the scholars of literature how closely linked are their learners' linguistic 

competence and their skill for literary interpretation and how literary reading can 

contribute to the development of this competence. 
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Third Chapter 

Divisions of Vakrokti (Var(Ja-vinyiisa-vakratii, 

Padapurviirdh-vakratii and Pada-pariirdha-vakratii) 
and its Application in Macbeth 



Chapter-3 

3.1. Var(7a-vinyiisa-vakratil or Phonetic Obliquity: 

Every language has a limited number of distinctive sound units called varl)a or 

phonemes. They are distinctive in the senses that they are the smallest unites in the 

sound system of a language which can be differentiate meanings. The phonemes of 

a language can be found by collecting minimal pairs, i.e. pairs of words which 

differ only in one sound segment. The charming arrangement of phonemes is the 

foremost basis of poetry. Kuntaka calls this arrangement var(JCl-vinyas-vakrata or 

phonetic obliquity. He has mentioned in his Vakroktij ivitm, all possible 

arrangement of phonemes or continents. Kuntaka further divided into three sub

divisions- repletion of one phoneme, repetition of two phonemes and repetition of 

more than two phonemes. 

Mentioning the sub-variety of varra-vinyiis-vakratii or phonetic obliquity, Kuntak.a 

remarks it that chime or varra also falls under it, and adds that chime should be 

affected without extra effort, it should decorated with syllables or system of the 

chime which are not cruel; it should in consonance with feelings conveyed, and 

lastly it should be with propriety: 

samanvar ramanyiirth m pra sadi srupeala m 

aucityayuktyuktamadyadiniyatasthana5obhi yata. 

yamakm nam koapyasyii(l prakiira(l przd[i5yate 

sa tu 5obhantarabhavCidiha natipratanyate. 87 

87 Vakroktijivitam.2.6-7. 
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In this way, Kuntaka, not considering chime independently, includes it among the 

sub-varieties of this obliquity. All the sub- divisions of varl}avinyiisa vakratii or 

phonetic obliquity have innumerable charming effects in determining precise 

nature of attributes and styles based upon them. But they need a careful attention as 

they have these own limitations. He holds that the arrangement of phoneme should 

not violet propriety and should in consonance with the feelings conveyed. It should 

without extra effort, adorned with syllables which are not harsh. It should be very 

carefully chosen and . should be tarnished by attractive phonemes. He should 

beautify his work by the repetition of novel phonemes. And finally, closely should 

be maintained at any cost. 

Kuntaka has decided some limitations of var[Javinyiisa vakratii of phonetic 

obliquity whereas they would not be free from the system: 

• Letters arrangements should be according to the subject. It means it must be 

charmed by the subject only. It should be defected by the theme-

prastutaaucitya§obhinal}. prastutam varnamiinam vastu tasya 

yadaucityamucitabhiival}, ten 5obhante ye te tathoktiih. Na 

punarvar [lQS iivar (?Yavyas anitamiitre (70panibaddhii I} 

prastutaaucityamliikiiri(1a(l. parstuaaucitya 5obhitviita kutracita 

paru:;;aprastiive tadrsaneviibhyanujiiniiti. 88 

• Varravinyiisavakratii or phonetic obliquity should not be expressed with 

very humbly and unattractive use of words also: 

88 VakroktijTvitarh.2.2.vrtti.p.174. 
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niitinirbandhvihitii niipyape5albhii$itii 

purviiv.rttaparityiiganutaniivartaoJjvalii. 89 

• It must be fill with marvelous beauty, it should be also charmed with 

newness living at the place of old beauty: 

piirviiv.rttaparitiiganiitaniivartanojjvalii. 90 

• It should be fanciful and charming in hearing. According the rasa or 

sentiment may be any charming but it must be in-hearing charmed also: 

niipyape5alabhii$itii, na ciipyape 5alalairasukumiirairalarhk.ritii. 91 

The poet use these sub-divisions of van;a-vinyiisa-vakratii or phonetic obliquity in 

order to impact beauty to the poetic expression. They are, in fact, used by various 

kinds of effects in various ways. Majorie Boulton sees them as "piled alliteration" 

and "crossed alliteration" which gives poetic effects. He holds: 

One I will call piled alliteration, in which the initial letter is repeated several 

times to give a cumulative effect, and which is generally used for emphasis, 

the other has been called crossed alliteration, in which two are more initial 

letters are woven into a pattern, perhaps in alliteration, to give a kind of 

balance. The second is by for the more kind and probably most attractive.92 

Boulton remarks that piled alliteration for emphasis is to be found in facetious 

~ contexts and in serious context. Sometimes this repetition is not exactly in the form 

of a structure. 

89 Vakroktijivitam.2.4. 
90 Ibid.2.4.vritti.p.l85. 
91 Ibid.p.l84. 
92 The Anatomy ofPoetry.p.63. 
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Phonetic figurativeness or Varra-vinyiisa-vakratii encompasses alliteration, rhythm 

and all over subtle effects of sounds in poetry. The underlying aesthetic notion is 

that repletion of similar sounds at regular intervals gives rise to certain felicitous 

effects in poetry. Kuntaka recognizes onomatopoetic effects also in this variety, 

even while ensuring ostentatious alliterations that are jarring. Thus, this is rightly 

observed about var[Javinyiisa-vakratii that: cirantane~anupriisa iti parasiddharh. 

• Var(7a-vinyiis- vakratii or Phonetic Obliquity in Macbeth: 

Shakespeare makes uses of phonetic figurativeness on certain occasions, not only 

to secure rhyme and rhythm but also to suggest contrast, irony and the like. The 

following passages owe much to their phonetic structure for their force: 

Fair is foul and foul is fair93 

Weary sev' nights, nine time nine 

Shall he dwindle, peak and pine, 

Though his bark cannot be lost, 

Yet shall be tempest tost 

After life's fitful fever, he sleeps well94 

But now I am cabin'd cribb'd confin'd95 

93 Macbeth.I.i.l 0 
94 Macbeth.III.ii.22. 
95 Ibid.III.ii.23. 
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The thane of Fife had a wife: where is she now?96 

The repetition of words or phrase is also a common device, which serve to give 

emphasis. 

3.2. Pada-Piirviirdha- Vakratii or Lexical Obliquity: 

The grammatical meaning of pada-piirviirdh-vakratii or lexical obliquity is a root 

form of a word. In Sanskrit there are two kinds of words first is subanta and 

second is ti~anta. Pada-piirviirdha or lexical obliquity form of subanta is 

priitipadika and ti(Jantii 's is dhiitu or verb. There are words which make~ poetry 

richly and deeply evocative-one with the heart appealing that lies in the music of 

the words. Kuntaka remarks that this obliquity is found in the basal forms of the 

words. According to him, it comprises all effects based on the choice and use of 

vocabulary. He define that when the words of common usage are employed so as 

to include an attribution of association meaning other than the primary meanings. 

We have pada-piirviirdha-vakratii which sub-divisions: 

I. Ru tjhi-vaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of usage 

II. Paryiiya-vakratii or Obliquity of synonym 

Ill. Upaciira-vakratii or Obliquity of transference 

IV. Vise$[1(1a-vakratii or Obliquity of adjective 

V. Sam.riti-vakratii or obliquity of concealment 

VI. V,rtti-vakratii or Obliquity of indeclinable 

VII. Linnga-vaicitrya or obliquity of gender 

VIII. Kriyii-vaicitrya or Obliquity of verb 

96 Macbeth.V.ii.40 
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3.2.1. Rup!ti-vacitrya-vakratii or obliquity of usage: 

In this regard, Kuntaka says that when a conventional denotation of words inheres 

connotation of even improbable meaning or include exaggeration of an attribute in 

the poet's attempt to express extraordinary or supreme exaltation of the subject, is 

called rutjhi-vaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of usage: 

Yatra ru tjherasambhiivyadhrmiidhyiiropagarbhatii 

Saddhrmiiti 5ayaropagarbhatvarh vii pratiyate. 

loko ttaratiras kiira s1 iidhyo tkar !}iibh idhi ts ayii 

viicyasya socyate kiipi ru tjhivaicitryavakratii. 97 

Here it is clear that rutjhi-vaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of usage lies in the 

infinitude of usage. The poet, with the individual power, employs the common 

usage in such a way that it gives a new meaning which may be improbable or 

exaggerated. Here the charm of the beauty of expression, caused by usage, is 

rutjhi-vaicitrya-vakratii (obliquity of usage). In fact, the obliquity of usage lies in 

the transformation of the conventional meaning. In this transformation, connotation 

of improbable meaning is imposed upon the words which are obsolete, dead or 

common usage. 

3.2.2. Paryiiya-vakratii or obliquity of synonym: 

In every language there are many words conveying the similar meaning, though 

they have different implication and association. Such words are called synonyms. 

Usage confers certain properties and association on certain word which give 

97 Vakroktijivitam.2.8-9. 
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different shades of meaning and distinct association. Kuntaka also defines it at 

basis of the use of the synonyms. He says that the use of synonyms takes place in 

different ways, like when it is an integral part of a literal meaning when it 

nourishes the literal meaning to its climax; when it or its adjective beautifies the 

expression and gives meaning a different from the literal one; when the literal 

meaning achieves excellence by its own splendor; when it is employed in 

conjunction with the figure of speech: 

Abhidheyiintaramas tasyiiti §ayapo {Xlka 1}, 

ramyacchiiyiintarasparsattdalailkartumisvarl}. 

svayam vise{Xl l}eniipi svachhiiyotkar 5ape {Xlla 1}, 

asambha vyarthapii tratvagarbhamyasciibhidhTyate. 

Paryastena vaicitrya para pa1yaya vakrata 

Paryayastena vacitryam para paryayavakrata. 98 

Kuntaka says that poet should be of these different shades of meaning in them and 

should use them properly. Each word has its won spirit. No writer than a poet is 

more sensitive to the various dimensions of the words. It is he who unmasks the 

internal vibration of words and employs them in such way so as to exalt the beauty 

of the expression. This very art using synonyms is called paryaya-vakrata or 

obliquity of synonym. 

98 Vakroktijivitarh.2.1 0-12. 
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3.2.3. Upacara-Vakrata or Obliquity of transference: 

The etymological analysis includes in itself where upsciira is upa means gaura or 

less importance and ciira which means vyavahiira or behave which are moveable. 

Thus upaciira deserves the meaning movable behavior of less importance. In this 

obliquity, a word is used in its secondary sense to refer to an object which it is not 

directly associated. 

Kuntaka explains it that when the stated and implied, though totally for removed 

from each other, have a common attribute, howsoever slight which may be and 

lends itself to hyperbolic treatment, imparting charm and delight, is called 

upaciira-vakratii or obliquity of transference: 

Yatra duriinteanyaasmiita siimiinyamupacaryate, 

le5eniipi bhavata kiifkida vaktumud.riktav.rittitiim. 

Yanmalii sarasollekhii rupakiidirlmak.ritil}, 

Upaciirapradhiiniisau vakrata kiiciduccate. 99 

• Application of Upacara-vakrata or obliquity of transference in Macbeth: 

Disdaining Fortune, with his brandish'd steel 

Which smok'd with blood execution, 

Like valour's minion carv'd out his passage 

Till he fac 'd the slave; 

Wh:ich ne'ver shook hand, nor bade farewell to him, 

99 Vakroktijivitam.2.13-14. 
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Till he unseame'd him from the nave to th'chaps' 

And fix' d his head upon our batteements. 100 

As sparrows eagles; or the hare the lion. 

If I say sooth, I must report they were 

As canons overcharg'd with double cracks 

So they doubly redoubled stroke upon the foe 

Except they meant to bath in reeking wounds. 101 

3.2.4. Vi5e~(1cr Vakratii or Obliquity of Adjective: 

Kuntaka says when the excellence of adjective heightens the beauty of a verb or 

case; is called viSef?t1(1a-vakrata or obliquity of adjective: 

vi5ef?t1ilasya miihatmytita kriyiiyiil} karakasya vii 

yatrollasati lavarwam sii vise~aea vakratii. 102 

Kuntaka says that adjective plays their role in literature heightening the natural 

beauty of the one which they qualify. He says that the utility of the var(lavinyiisa-

vakratii or obliquity of adjective is necessary in poetry as it gives liveliness and 

picture sequences to the poetic language. He holds that it is role of adjectives due 

to which rasa reaches its climax but for this, adjectives should be in tune with 

reference-, it should be rasa or sentiment, nature of things or figures of speech. 

100 Macbeth.I.ii.l4-20. 
101 Ibid.I.ii.26-30. 
102 Vkroktijivitaril.2.15. 
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Thus use of adjectives should be very careful. The Welsh poet R.S. Thomas 

rightly observes: 'The true test of a poet is to be seen in his use of adjectives.' 103 

Another thinker also observes on it: 'adjectives are those words which can easily 

be altered in polishing a poem. ' 104 

Thus, the language indeed becomes dead and incapable of communication new 

poetic content, if the poet fails to recognize the function of the devices like var(la-

vinyiisa-vakratii or obliquity of adjective. There is an excellence example of it: 

Sasmiira viira(liipatirvinim ilitiik{Xl/} 

svechhiivihiiravanaviisamahotsviiniim 

Here in this example nimt1itiik~a is an adjective which is modifying to the verb 

sasmiira by which king of the elephant is realizing his olden age. 

• The Application of viSe;;t~(Kl vakratii in Macbeth: 

Yet another passage in Macbeth would furnish several instances of figurativeness 

envisaged by Kuntaka . 

... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Besides, this Duncan, 

Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been 

So clear in his great office, that his virtues 

Will plead like angles, trumpet-tongued against 

The deep damnation ofhis taking off; 

103 Words in the Poet.p.l3. 
104 The Anatomy ofPoetry.p.161. 
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And pity, like a naked new born babe, 

Striding the blast, or heaven's cherubin hors'd 

Upon the sightless couriers of the air, 

Shall blow the harried deed in every eye, 

That tears shall drown the wind105 

'Struts and frets' is an instance of lexical figurativeness. Qualifications like 

'walking' 'shadow', 'tale told by an idiot', 'full of sound and fury', and 'signifying 

nothing' are instance of figurativeness in qualification. 

3.2.5. Sarhv{ti-vakratii or Obliquity of concealment: 

This modifies that when the subject of description is screened by the use of 

pronoun and so on, in order to achieve excellence of expression: 

Yatra sariwriyate vastu vaicitryasya vivak{Xlyii 

sarvaniimiidibhil} ka5cita soktii sarfrv.rtivakratii. 106 

• Application of Samv{ta-vakratii or Obliquity of Concealment in 

Macbeth: 

Lexical figurativeness (Pada-purviirdha- Vakratii) includes stylistic choice in 

vocabulary, metaphor, power of adjectives and vield expressiOns (Samv.rta-

vakratii). 

105 Macbeth.I.vii.l6-25. 
106 Vakroktijivitarh.2.16 
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Here the contemplated murder of Duncan is carefully concealed: this would be an 

instance of lexical figurativeness called Samv.rtivakrata in many places of 

Macbeth, both Macbeth and Lady Macbeth carefully avoids any direct mention of 

murder, and refers to it covertly: 

Thou 'dst have, great Glaims, that which cries, 

'Thus thou must do,' 

Than wishest should be undone.' 107 

'He that's coming must be provided for;' 

'We will proceed no further in this business.Ios 

'This supernatural soliciting 

Cannot be ill, cannot be good ......... . 

If good, why do I yield that suggestion, 

Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair, 109 

Macbeth is made to speak the horrid image causing his heart knocking his ribs. The 

objective 'seated' would be an instance of lexical figurativeness (Padpurviirdha 

Vakratii) in Kuntaka's concept, since it suggests the usual firmness of the heart. 

Also the adjective 'horrid' the verb 'unfix' and 'knock' and the noun 'ribs' are all 

instances of lexical figurativeness (Padpurviirdh Vakratii) since enhance the 

picturesqueness of the passages vividly. 

107 Macbeth.I.V.ll-14. 
108 Ibid.l.vii.20 ... 
109 Ibid.Iiv.88-94. 
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Here one genume question anse that why the poet uses only pronouns for 

concealment. The answer is that the nouns are very clear and so fail to intensify the 

beauty of the object while the pronouns are of the implicit nature and point out 

screened position of the object which described. Such quality of pronouns makes 

the utterance delightful and charming. Thus Acarya Kuntaka is fully aware that 

the fact art lies in concealing art. 

3.2.6. V[tti-vakratii or Obliquity of indeclinable: 

Kuntaka says those when indeclinable dominate and heighten the expression, there 

we have v.rtti-vakratii or obliquity of indeclinable: 

avyaibhavamukhyanam v.rttTnam rama(7Fyata 

yatrollasati sa j ffyeyti v(iltivaicitryavakratti. l/O 

In the discussion of v(ilti-vakrata compound word is a key figure and provides a 

base to obliquity. In fact, obliquities of compound words are a comprehensive 

subject and needs and an elaborate description. Dr. Nagendra, rightly observes the 

obliquity of compound words, and says: 

What is the obliquity of compound words? We may have two answers to this 

question. First may denote the selection of all striking words. Probably every good 

poet forms a new striking word by combining two words together. . . Second 

answer may be the beauty which lies in the structure of this new unite. Vamana has 

analyzed exhaustively. Here richness of beauty mainly lies in the structure of 

compound word and has nothing special to do with its meaning. 111 

110 Vakroktijivitarh.2.19. 
111 Bharatiya Kavya Sastra ki Bhumika.p.191-192. 
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In a word, now we can say, in general, that according to Kuntaka, the obliquity of 

indeclinable means a formation of new systematic word likes compound word. 

3.2. 7. lin(lgavaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of gender: 

It occurs when a gender is employed m a way as to enhance the beauty of 

expression. It passes at three levels: 

First, when words belonging to two heterogeneous genders are brought together 

and used without distinction in a generalized way. 

Second, when the feminine gender used, ignoring the other possible gender, 

merely for the sake of excellence in the expression. As Ta.fal}, Ta.ft; 

Ta.tarh 

Third, when keeping in view the meaning of expression, the existence of the 

gender, described, is avoided and a particular word is employed to enhance the 

beauty: 

bhinnayorli[lgayoryasyiirh siimiiniidhikara(!Yatal} 

kiipi iobhiibhyudetye ¢. li (lgavaicitryavakratii. 

Sati li(lgiintare yatra strt1i(lgaffca pryujyate. 

5obhiini~pattye yasmiinniimaiva strili peSa.larh 

viSi~.tarh yojyate lil}garhanyasmina spmbhavatyapi 

yatra vichhittye siinyii viicyaucityiinusiirata!J. 112 

112 Vakroktijivitam.2.21-23. 
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Kuntaka says that third kind of obliquity, which has most striking role in poetry, is 

serves in poetry by a talented poet only. It highlights the poetency of the meaning 

and act in association with figures of speech like simile, metaphor etc. 

• Application of Lirigavaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of gender in Macbeth: 

Showe'd like a rebel's whore 1 u 

Here in it any other word may be used but Shakespeare create a charming to using 

feminine gender which is 'whore' means a beloved as comes near to her lover in 

the same way fate is helping to the enemies. 

3.2.8. K{iyavacitrya-vakratii or Obliquity of verb: 

These forms consists of obliquity which is seen when there is a cohesion of the 

subject with the verb, when another subject gains good in relation to the same verb 

, when the adverbs come in light to modify them, when metaphorical supreme 

position highlights the beauty of the verb-form and when the direct object through, 

concealed, gets strange fully communicated: 

karturatyantara(lgatvam kartantaravicitritti 

svavi 5e fX1 (JGVaicitryamupaciiramano gyatii. 

karmiidisarilv.rittil} paffca prastutaucityaciiraval} 

kriyiivaicitryavakratvaprakiirasta ime sm.rita!J. 114 

The poets view that new expression by exploiting these forms in their 

combinations which creates different imaginations in poetry. Thus choosing one 

Ill Macbeth.I.ii.l3. 
114 VakroktijTvitari1.2.24-25. 
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verb in between two to modify another subject which is less impotence also is 

called kriya-vaicitrya-vakrata. 

3.3. Pada-Pariirdha-Vakratii or Grammatical Obliquity: 

Kuntaka includes his discussion by maintaining that when several forms of literary 

turns occurs in such a way as to enhance the beauty one another, they produces the 

poetic chann reminiscent of myriad-faced beauty. This charm is called as pada

parardh-vakakrata or grammatical obliquity: 

Parasparsya sobhayai bahaval} payital} kvacita 

Prakiira j anayantyeta m citrachhayamanohara m. 115 

In a poetic composition, Kuntaka says, the poet is also guided by the consideration 

of tense, case, number, suffix, prefix etc. He discusses that these various points 

becomes a treatment in the inflection form of substantives. This includes all the 

possibilities of varieties the grammatical construction of an expression and most of 

them have been included by Anandavardhan in his treatment of dhvani: 

Sup-tin-sambandhais tatha karakaSktibhil} 

k.rt-taddhita-samasaisca dyotya lak~akramal} 

oa 5abdanipatopasargakaladibhi!J prayukta 

115 Vakroktijivitam.2.34. 
116 Dhvanyaloka.271. 

. bh . ify - 116 zra zvya amana. 
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This obliquity bears many grammatical sub-divisions as follows: 

I. Kiilii-vaicitrya-vakratii of obliquity of tense 

II. Kiiraka-vakratii or Obliquity of case 

III. Siimkhyii-vakratii or obliquity of number 

IV. Puru$(1-vakratii or obliquity of person 

V. Upapagraha-vakratii or obliquity of voice 

VI. Upasarga-vakratii or obliquity of prefix 

VII. Pratyaya-vakratii or obliquity of suffix 

VIII. Nipiita-vakratii or obliquity of particle 

3.3.1. Kiila-vaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of tense: 

Kuntaka says that when the expression attains the excellence due to the striking use 

of a tense in a particular context and reader feels transported, it is called kiila

vaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of tense: 

Aucityiintaratamyena samayo rama(Tiyatiim 

Yiiti yatra bhavatye$fi kiilavacitryavakratii. 117 

Thus there is mutual relationship between the tense and t~e context. The Historical 

Present, as discussed in western poetics, is quite similar of Kuntaka's kiila

vaicitrya-vakratii or obliquity of tense. In historical present too, the past incidents 

and happenings are presented in the first form of verb so as to produce charming 

effect. These kinds of experiments undoubtedly enhance the poetic beauty. 

117 Vakroktijivitam.2.26. 
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• Application of kiila-vaicitrya-vakratii or Obliquity of tense in Macbeth: 

Or memorize another Golgotha118 

Here Golgotha is a historical place referring it Shakespeare wants to make clear 

that it has also an importance and recall this word in present from prior. Thus, it is 

best use of kiila-vaicitrya-vakratii. 

3.3.2. Kiiraka-vaicitrya or obliquity of case: 

Kuntaka says that when an ordinary case is employed as a main case or vice-versa 

or the cases are transposed, we call it as a karaka-vakrata or obliquity of case: 

Yatra karakasamanyarh pradhanyena nibadhyate 

tatviidhyiiropa(1iinmukhyagurabhiiviibhidhiinata(l. 

paripof?ayatum kiifbtda bhr]gibha(Titiramyatiim 

karakii(liim viparyiisa(l soktii karakavakratii. 119 

According to him, this transposition of case animates symbolically the objective 

case by propounding superior human faculty in them. Here one kiiraka is 

transferred to another of less importance for modifying that and make another 

more importance too is called kiiraka-vakratii and associated with as viparyiisa or 

to give shadow. 

118 Macbeth.I.ii.31. 
119 Vakroktijivitari1.2.27 -28. 
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3.3.3. Siimkhyii-vakratii of Obliquity of number: 

The obliquity which, the poet employs, out of his fascination for the strikingness in 

the poetry, to transpose the numbers-singular number is changed into plural 

number and vice-versa-is called samkhya-vakrata or obliquity of number: 

Kurvanti kiivyavecitryavivak¢-paratantrital} 

Yatra samkhyaviparyasam tam samkhyavakratam vidul}. 120 

In this regard Kuntaka shows an example that is: sastra(Ti cak~rnavam it means 

Siistra is the new eye of this here in this use Siistra is plural gender but cak~ is 

singular gender and they create a vaicitrya. 

"This interchange of two opposite numbers imparts beauty and charm to the poetic 

expression ~md consequently the meaning gets its heightened form. Perhaps this is 

the reason that Aristotle emphasized upon the transposition of numbers in his 

Rhetoric and Poetics."121 

3.3.4. Puru~vakratii or Obliquity of Person: 

Sometimes a poet, in order to attain sublimity in the expression, employs third 

person in lieu of the first or second person. This style of expression, according to 

Kuntaka, is a puru~-vakrata or obliquity of person: 

pratyaktaparabhava5ca viparyasena yojyate 

yatra vicchittaye 5ai¢-jffeya puru~akrata. 122 

120 Vakroktijivitam.2.29. 
121 Rhetoric and Poetics. P.l77. 
122 Vakroktijivitam.2.30. 
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In the poetic expression, it causes great emotions. Dr. Nagendra, in this regard, too 

holds that the charm, beauty is an indispensable outcome of this transposition of 

persons. 123 

Bijendra Narayan Singh observes that the appropriate use of the obliquity person is 

possible only in the epic poetry. 124 Although this type of obliquity is a 

psychological expression and is discernible in all kind of poetry. 

3.3.5. Upagrah-vakratii or Obliquity of voice: 

He tells that sometimes either of the mod-es or voices is employed specifically in 

order to produce beauty in the expression. This special use of a particular voice, 

according to Kuntaka, is upagraha-vakratii or obliquity of voice: 

Padayorbhayorekamaucityiidviniyujyate 

Sobhiiye yatra jalpanti tam upagrah vakatiirh 125 There are two modes of 

root- active and passive in sanskrit. 

3.3.6. Upasarga-vakratii or Obliquity of preftx: 

When a particle, after being added to the beginning of a root, forms a new word 

with a particular meaning, it is called prefix. According to Kuntaka, the 

combination of particular and word which enhance the beauty of expression, is 

called upasarga-vakratii or obliquity ofprefix: 

rasiididyotanam yasyiimupasarganipiitayol} 

viikyaikaj ivatvena siiparii padavakratii. 126 

123 Bharatiya Kavya sastra ki Bhiimika.p.l97. 
124 Vakrokti Siddhanta aur Chiiyavada.p.387. 
125 Vakroktijivitarh2.3l. 
126.Ibid.2.33 
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3.3.7. Pratya-vakratii or Obliquity of suffix: 

When a particle, after being added to the end of root, forms of a new word with a 

particular meaning, it is called a suffix. Like prefix, it too remains inactive so as it 

is alone but in the association of a word, it gives strikingness and beauty. In other 

words, it identifies meanings change it with charm. 

Kuntaka notes this function of suffix and includes in pratya-vakrata or obliquity of 

suffix: 

vihital} pratyayadanyal} pratyayaiJ kamaniya tam 

yafra kamapipU$(1fiti sanyii prattyayavakratii. 127 

• Application of Pratyaya-vakratii or Obliquity of suffix in Macbeth: 

........................... Besides, this Duncan, 

Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been 

So clear in his great office, that his virtues 

Will plead like angles, trumpet-tongued against 

The deep damnation of his taking off; 

And pity, like a naked new born babe, 

Striding the blast, or heaven's cherubin hors'd 

Upon the sightless couriers ofthe air, 

127 Vakrok.tijivitarh.2.32. 
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Shall blow the horried deed in every eye, 

That tears shall drown the wind 128 

Pratyaya-vakratii of grammatical figurativeness or involves the deft employment 

of suffixes, especially those indicating numbers, persons and case forms. It also 

includes delineation of inanimate objects as animate and personification of objects. 

Random examples taken from Macbeth: 

And make my seated heart knock at my ribs' 129 

Here the virtues of Duncan and pity, both abstract concepts are personified and 

hence it is an instance of grammatical figurativeness. Duncan's virtues are likened 

to angels and pity to a 'naked new-born babe' and 'haven's cherubin'. Both these 

figures of speech constitute sentential figurativeness. 

3.3.8. Nipiita-vakratii or Obliquity of particle: 

A particle is an independent component and has no grammatical bond with words. 

It is merely an exclamatory sound, thrown into expression, to denote some strong 

feeling or emotion. It does not have a definite denotation meaning. A talented poet, 

by employing particles in poetry, produces a charm and beauty. Kuntaka says this 

kind of oblique use of particle is called nipiita-vakratii or obliquity of particle: 

rasiididyotanam yasyamupasarganipatayo I} 

viikyaikaj Tvatvena sapara padavakrata. 130 

128 Macbeth.88-94. 
129 Ibid.I.iii.95. 
130 Vakroktijivitam.2.33. 
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Fourth Chapter 

Divisions of J/akrokti (Viikya-vakratii, Prakara(la

vakratii and Prabandh-vakratii) and its Application in 

Macbeth 



Chapter-4 

4.1. Viikya-vakratii or Sentential Obliquity: 

The viikya-vakratii or sentential obliquity, as the name itself expresses, operates at 

the level of viikya or sentence to deal with vastu or contents. Because of the 

involvement of contents or subject-matter, this is also called vastu-vakratii or 

obliquity of contents or subject matter. Defining it, Kuntaka writes that when the 

vastu or subject matter is described in a way conducive to beauty by virtue of the 

charming words, we have 'viikyc:l or 'vastu-vakratii' or obliquity of sentence or 

contents: 

Udiirsvaparispandasundaratvena var (lanam 

Vastuno vakraSa.bdaikagocatvena vakrata. 131 

Kuntaka has divided viikya-vakratii. or sentential obliquity into two sub-varieties: 

sahaja-vakratii natural obliquity and iihiirya-vakratfi or imposed obliquity: 

A para sahajiihiiryakavikau :§ala Siilini 

Nirmitirnii tanol/ekhalokii tikrii ntagocarii. 132 

4.1.1. Sahaja vakratii or Natural Obliquity: 

Sahaja means the natural process the subject matter or vastu, Kavi or poet creates 

heart-appealing view to reader through his natural poetic talent. But all these 

natural contents must be bears of natural beauty: 

131 Vakroktij ivita rh 3 .1. 
132 Ibid.3.2. 
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Yasmiidatyantarama (liyasviibhiivikadharmayukta m var (JBnlyam vastu 

parigraha!Jiyam. 133 

Acarya kuntaka's sahaja-vakratii or natural obliquity seems to have a paradox, 

because, on one hand, he considers charm or beauty of the object as the creation of 

the poet's labor while, another, he says that the charm alies in the object it self. 

This is a subject of discussion in Western poetics also. Pleto considers the object 

as an imitation of an idea and make a negation to original beauty in the object 

which, being an imitation, falls short of the original idea. But the talented poet 

marks beauty in this object. This seems to refer to the phrase: 'beauty lies in the 

eyes of the holder.' In other words, it can be said that beauty lies in the mind of the 

poet. It is the poet who makes a search and confirms a natural beauty in the object. 

According to Kuntaka, sviibhiivokti alarhkiira is not a figure of speech, but an act 

of figure of speech. He makes an argues that if the ordinary nature of things or 

treated as svabhiivokti alarhkiira, then anybody can describe this nature of an 

object. Consequently, this description, without striking graceful, qualities shall not 

be heart-appealing to a sensitive reader. Hence, the natural beauty of the subject 

matter, which is the termed as vastu-vakrata or obliquity of subject matter, should 

be considered as an act of figure of speech and should be embellished with it kind 

of possible figures of speech. 134 

4.1.2. Ahiirya Vakratii or Imposed Obliquity: 

When any expression getting a heightened beauty due to the use of skill we have 

iihiirya-vakratii or imposed obliquity. Here the skill means technical art acquired 

by the poet. This far excels the beauty of individual elements such as words, 

133 Vakroktijivitam, 3.1 vratti. P.297 
134 Hindivakroktijivitamtrans/td.S.K.Sharma.p.295-296. 
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meaning, attributes and embellishment. It should be understood here that the 

subject-matter is not entirely an imaginative matter; rather it has its own power in 

it with no attraction: 

Svabhiivavyatireke(la vaktumeva na yujyate 

Vastu tadrahitam yasmiit nirupiikhyariJprasajyate. 135 

• The Application of Viikya-vakratii or Sentential Obliquity in Macbeth: 

Kuntaka conceives the figurativeness of sentence or viikya-vakratii as the 

permitting presence that enters all the elements in content. Some passages from 

Macbeth, taken random, may serve to highlight the effects of this type of 

figurativeness: 

'This supernatural soliciting 

Cannot be ill, cannot be good ......... . 

If good, why do I yield that suggestion, 

Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair, 

And make my seated heart knock at my ribs' 136 

Here instead of saying 'why I should be tense', Macbeth is made to speak of the 

horrid image causing his heart knocking his ribs. The objective 'seated' would be 

an instance of lexical figurativeness in Kuntaka's concept, since it suggests the 

usual firmness ofthe heart. Also the adjective 'horrid', the verbs 'unfix' and 

'knock' and the noun 'ribs', are a instances of lexical figurativeness since the 

enhance the picturesqueness of the passage vividly. 

135 Vakroktijivitam./.12 
136 Macbeth.l.iv.88-95 
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methought I heard a voice cry' sleep no more; 

Macbeth does murder sleep' -the mnocent sleep, 

Sleep that knits up the ravell'd sleave of care, 

The death of each day's life, sore labour's bath, 

Balm of hurt minds, great nature's second course, 

Chiefnourisher in life's feast. 137 

Much of the effect of these lines stems from Macbeth's imagination identifying the 

innocent Duncan as sleep itself, which is murdered. This is a figure of speech, and 

so is sleep's being portrayed as the death of name of ullekhiilamkiira, a cluster of 

metaphors which project 'sleep', the vehicle, at the centre. Thus sentential 

figurativeness permeates the whole expression, deftly aided by careful adjectives 

like 'innocent', 'ravell'd', 'sore', 'hurt', etc., which are instances oflexical 

figurativeness. The following passage is an instance of hyperbole assuming 

sentential figurativeness: 

Will all great Neptune's ocean wash this blood, 

Clean from my hand? No; this my hand will rather 

The multitudinous seas incarnadine 

Making the green one red. 138 

The overall effect of this hyperbole is projection of Macbeth's sin to a cosmic 

level, and evocation of 'Neptune', as well as the qualification 

137 Macbeth.V.v.l0-13. 

138 Ibid.II.ii.27-32. 
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'multitudinousgivenTo the seas enhance the effect. The verb 'incarnadine', 

because of its unusualness, also adds to the overall effect. 

·Let us now take Macbeth's famous speech: 

..................... Out, out, brief candle 

Life is but a walking shadow, a poor player 

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage 

And then is heard no more, it is s tale 

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, 

Signifying nothing139 

This haunting passage, on close scrutiny, owes not a little to the poetic figures 

employed, constituting sentential figurativeness. Life is compared to a walking 

shadow, a player, a tale told by an idiot; and all these figures its void and 

meaningless. 'Brief candle' refers to the life of ledy Macbeth and suggests how life 

has to bum out inevitably. 

4.2. Prakara(Kl-vakratii or Episodic Obliquity 

Kuntaka has not given any direct reference in this concern. Where the poet wants 

to express his poetic beauty with unlimited keenness and it becomes an 

extraordinary charm in the poetry, is called Prakara(la-vakrata or episodic 

obliquity: 

139 Macbeth. V. 22-25. 
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Yatra niriyantra(10tsahaparispandopa5obhin r 

Vyiiv {ttiravyavahart ra l}iimsviisayollekha Siilin i. 

A vyiimiilii.danii 5akyasamutthiine manorathe 

Kiipyunmt1ati nil}somii. sii. prakaral}e vakratii. 140 

Kuntaka has described prakarara-vakratii or episodic obliquity as a one part of 

prabandha-vakratii full with poetic charm and talent: 

Prabandhaikadesaniim phalabandhiinubandhviina 

Upakiiryopakartratvaparispanda(l parisphura(7. 141 

There are some sub-divisions of prakara(lCl-vakratii.: 

I. Bhiivapiir(lCl sthiti-vakratii or Obliquity of emotional states 

II. Utpiidya liiva(l)la-vakratii or Obliquity of modified source story 

III. Prakarai}Q upakiirya upakiiraka bhiiva-vakratii or Obliquity of 

episodic relationship 

IV. ViSi$,ta prakarara-vakratii or Obliquity of particular event and 

episode 

V. Affgirasanisyandanika~a-vakratii or Obliquity of principle rasa 

VI. Apradhii.na prasari1ga-vakratii or Obliquity of secondary 

episodes 

VII. Prakara(liintara-vakratii or Obliquity of play within play 

140 Vakroktijivitarh.4.1-2. 
141 Ibid.4.5 
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VIII. Sandhi viniveSa.-vakratii or Obliquity of juncture or orgamc 

unity. 

4.2.1. Bhiivapiir!Jtl sthiti-vakratii or Oblliquity of emotional states:· 

According to Kuntaka, this sub-variety of prakara(JG.-vakratii or episodic obliquity 

is a state of the poet. Now the words or expression come with a wild gust of 

enthusiasm. In other words, now the poet is filled with a kind of frenzy which 

gives an alluring charm and strikingness. It leads to loftiness of utterance and so it 

is an indispensable device employed in a good composition: 

Yatra niryantra(lofsahaparispando 5obhani 

vyiiv rittivyavahart.ri (1ii. m5va sayo llekh Siilini. 

avyiimuliidanii5ankyasamuthiine manorathe 

kiipyumilita nil}.wmii saprakara(le vakratii. 142 

Kuntaka says that the episode or incident is merely a desert. It is the emotions that 

infuse music or life in it. The talented poet creates such emotional states in the 

episodes of his composition. Longinus , affirming the role of such states, says that 

"nothing make so much for grandeur as true emotion in the right place, for it 

inspire the words, as it were, with a wild gust of mild enthusiasm and fills them 

with divine frenzy. 143 

142 Vakroktijivitaril.4.1-2. 
143 On The Sublime.p.77. 
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4.2.2. Utpiidya-liivawa-vakratii or Obliquity of modified source story: 

The picture of life, include by the poets, are not faithful copies of poetic beauty. 

They are modified by predominant imagination. They become striking by 

associated thought by that imagination or when they the effect of reducing 

multitudes to unity to an instant: 

Pradhiinavastusambandhatirodhiinanavidhiiyinii 

kiiryiintantariiye(7a vicchinnavirasii kathii. 

Tatraiva tasya nispattel} nirnibandhrasojjvalam 

Prabandhasyiinubadhniiti naviim kiimapi vakratiim. 144 

In this connection, Kuntak's views compare with those of Aristotle. He (Aristotle) 

holds that "it is not the function of the poet to relate that has happened, but what 

may happen,-what is a possible according to the law of probability or necessity. 145 

The poet and historian differ not by writing in verse or prose but the true difference 

is that the historian relates to what has happened, while the poet holds what may 

happen. 

As far as the characters are concerned, Shakespeare, adopting many features from 

the source, applies his imagination in order to create them. 

144 Vakroktijivitarh.4.20-21. 
145 "Aristotle's Theory of poetry and Fine Arts". P.23 
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4.2.3. Prakarara upakiirya upakiiraka bhiiva-vakratii or Obliquity of episodic 

relationship: 

What Kuntaka values most in prakara(Kl vakratii or episodic obliquity IS the 

mutual relationship in episode. Defining it, he writes: 

"An organic unity which strikingly underlines various incidents described in 

different parts of the works leading to the intended end, each bound to the 

other by a relationship of mutual assistance, reveals the essence of creative 

originality which is most detectable in the case of rare poetic geniuses who 

are endowed with the gift of an extraordinary creative imagination: 

Prabandhasyaikade Siinarh phalabandhiinubandhavan 

Upakaryopakartratvaparispandal} parisphuran. 

Asiimanyasamullekhapratibha-pratibhasinal} 

S - - kr h . k . k h 146 ute nutanava atvara asyam asyaclt ave .. 

This means that all incidents should be complementary to one-another in a 

composition. They should assist one another mutually in achieving the intended 

end. 

Aristotle calls this relationship the unity of action. He holds that this artistic 

arrangement of incidents is of prime importance. By incidents, he means, only 

those incidents which are intimately connected with one anothecand appear 

146 Vakroktij ivitarfl. 4.5-6. 
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together as one whole, "the structural union of parts, being such that if any one of 

them is displaced or removed, the whole will be disjointed and disturbed. 147 

4.2.4. ViSi~ta prakara(la-vakratii or Obliquity of particular event and episode: 

When a meaning in the episodes of a poetic composition, even being repeated 

again and again, embellished with new kind of ornaments each time, produces a 

striking beauty, is called of prakara(la vakratii or episodic obliquity: 

Pratikara (1Cl m prau 9fzapratibhiibhogayo j ita I} 

Eka eviibhidheyiitmii badhyamiinal} puna!} puna!}. 

Annyunanutanollekharasiilankarai}Ojjvala[l 

Badhniiti vakratodbhedabhailgTmutpiiditiidbhutiim. 148 

Here a question arises which Kuntaka too had in his mind: Shall the repetition of 

expression, consisting of the same meaning, not be a blemish in itself? Kuntaka, 

answering this question, says that, ordinarily, this kind of repetition is a flaw but 

the poet of a high talent, renews the object each time. Here Kuntaka emphasizes 

upon the talent of the poet. In fact, this is the result of a state of the impassioned 

poet who, charged with passions, dot:s not count the repetition of the same 

meaning in the composition. Likewise, a sensitive reader, too, is carried away by 

an impassioned utterance. This type of exaggerated description of things or 

episodes take place in the epics or the poems of great length and magnitude. 

147 Aristotle's theory of Poetry and Fine Arts. P.35. 
148 Vakroktijivitam.4. 7-8. 
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4.2.5. Affgirasanisyandanika~a-vakratii or Obliquity of principle rasa: 

When a particular episode contributes to the consummation of affgirasa or 

principal emotion in such a way as has not been manifested by any other episode of 

either of the parts - former and latter -- of the poetic composition, we have this sub

variety of prakara(la vakrata or episodic obliquity: 

Yatrailgirasani~andanika~(l !wapi lak~ate 

Piirvottararasampiidyal} siiffgfide(l kiipi vakratii. 149 

In simple words, it is the consummation of ailgirasa or principal emotion which 

generally takes place in epic poems or poems of such scale and compass. 

• Application of Affgirasanisyandanikii-vakratii in Macbeth: 

Let us analyze Shakespeare's Macbeth in the light of the bhayanaka rasa as an 

'ailgirasa '. In the play it is the sense of horror which is cultivated and nourished 

throughout by Shakespeare. The occasional presence of the witches in the play 

goes further to intensify the atmosphere, directly or indirectly. The character of 

Macbeth unfolds himself progressively under the prediction of the witches and his 

own native disposition contributes to it. 

The element of horror is fostered by our sense of moral dread welling up in us 

when we find how the 'noble' cousin plans the assassination of a credulous 

monarch. Macbeth exclamation to the "Stars" to hide their 'fires' is no indication 

of any qualms of conscience. He utters: 

Stars hide you fires! 

149 Vakrokti}Tvitam.4.JO. 
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Let not light see my black and deep desires. 

The eye wink at the hand; yet let that be 

Which the eye fears, when it is done to see. 150 

That tend on mortal thoughts unsex me here; 

And fill me, from the crown to the toe, top full 

Of direst cruelty. Make thick my blood 

Stop up th' access and passage to remorse 

That no compunctious visitings of nature 

Shake my fell purpose, nor keep peace between 

Th' effect and it! Come to my woman's breasts 

And take my milk for gall, you murd'ring ministers, 

Wherever in your sightless substances 

You wait in nature's mischief, come thick night, 

And pall thee in dunnest smoke of hell. 

That my keen knife see not the wound it makes 

Nor heaven peep through the blanket of the dark. 

To cry "hold, hold" 151 

150 Macbeth. I. v.S0-53. 
151 Ibid. I. v.29-42. 
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This simply shows that Macbeth is aware of the horribleness of the deed meditated 

by him. He talks in poetic vein but he is unopposed of any streak of nobility. In the 

case of Macbeth, however, the juxtaposition of poeticality with criminality is ill

assorted. Furthermore, he has just started upon his career of criminality which 

creates a faint shudder in him. He is not used to cold-blooded murders but the 

germs of murderousness, always to be seen in his character. In this connection, the 

following lines are very significant: 

This supernatural soliciting 

Cannot be ill; cannot be good 

If ill, why hath it given me earnest of success 

Commencing in a truth. I am thane of Cawdor. 

If good, why I yield to that suggestion 

Whose horrid image doth unfix my hair 

And my seated heart knocks at my ribs 

Against the use of nature. 152 

The above statement exhibits the psychic reaction of Macbeth, especially in 

contrast to Banquo when he voices his inclination not to trust in the utterances of 

the 'Instruments of darkness' which often bring about deepest consequences. Had 

Macbeth been essentially heroic and noble, he should have accepted Banquo's 

implicit warning against placing too much of reliance on the witches' forecast. He 

never plays attention to all these things. On the contrary, he begins to analyse the 

implications and going by the fulfilment of the first part of the prophecy comes to 

152 Macbeth.Act I.Sc.iii.l30-13 7 
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believe that he can ascend the throne. Why does at all he think that only murdering 

the old monarch will pave his way to the throne? He should have waited the natural 

turn of political events which would seat him on the royal throne, particularly 

when he had proved his velour and protected the honour and integrity of the king 

and the country. True, he talks of 'horrible imagining' but it is because he has 

committed to murders, till date and so, new to the job. The thought of attaining 

kingship generates wild conjectures and possibilities and he gets ready to stoop 

down to the commission of lowest crime to achieve his ends. The points to be 

made clear are that he is possessed of the germs of criminality, despite external 

display of 'combatant heroism' as part and parcel of his native disposition. His 

relation of the horridness of his meditated act only serves to support that the play is 

saturated with horror. 

Lady Macbeth, too, is an agent in the creation and promotion of the sense of horror 

which overtakes the reader or the spectator in the stage. She has been instrumental 

in whetting up Macbeth's faltering resolve by her stimulating tongue. The terrible 

psychological punishment mated out to her by the dramatist has contributed in its 

way to the enhancement of the central emotion of' bhaya' or fear. 

The closing scenes, it is needless to point out, are designed to intensify our sense of 

horror to the virtual exclusion of any other emotion. On hearing the shrieks of 

women, inside the casle, he rightly avows that he has forgotten the taste of tears, 

having "supp 'd full of horrors." Yes, he has partaken of the sumptuous banquet of 

horrors to its full. The 'sahrdaya' is also filled with horror at this open admission 

and finds no palpable cause for imagining that Macbeth is being wronged in any 

manner. 
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4.2.6. Apradhiina prasanga vakratii or obliquity of secondary episode: 

When any apradhiina prasariga vakratii or obliquity of secondary episode IS 

arranged in any integrated within an episode to the purpose of the composition we 

called it aprashiina aprasariga vakratii: 

Pradhiinavastunispattyai vastvantaravici tratatii 

Yatrollasati sollekhii siipariipayasya vakratii. 153 

The talented poet creates a charming small reference or event within an episode for _ . 

the sake of achieving the primary aim. Spy based novels are the examples in this 

category in Indian context. 

4.2. 7. Prakara(liintara-vakratii (garbhnka) or Obliquity of play within play: 

Kuntaka makes a provision of a play within play in order to achieve a particular 

meaning. Explaining this formula Kuntaka says that a talented poet employs 

prakara(1iintara vakratii or obliquity of play within play for a specific purpose. For 

this system, a set of actors other than already employed, is introduced in the 

composition. This new sets of actor's uses the audience as the source material for 

their play: 

samajikajaniihliidanirmii(lanipu nipura(lairnata(l 

tadbhumikiim samiisthiiya nirvartinatiintaram. 

Kvacita prakaral}iisyanta(l sm.ritam prakarl}iintaram 

153 Vakroktijivitam.4.11. 
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sarvaprabandhasarvasvakaliim pu~(liiti vakratiirh 154 

Kuntaka focusing upon this device holds it to be an important presentation as it 

helps in getting the intended end. Shakespeare uses this type of device in his play 

Hamlet. 

4.2.8. Sandhi vinive5a-vakratii or Obliquity of juncture or organic unity: 

Kuntaka says that the juncture should arrange in accordance with the rasa or 

emotion and the matter should be modified accordingly. If the results are excellent, 

Kuntaka would not bother about rules. He says that the poet should not have 

excessive craze for observing rules even when the junctures are provided the 

episodic revels a unique charm of originality: 

mukhiibhisandhisandhyiidisari7vidhiinakabandhurari7 

pi1rvottaradisari7gazyii a(lgiinari7sannive5anari7. 

Na tvamiirgagrahastagrahakii(ltjakadarthitam 

vakrtollekhaliivawamullasayati niltanam. 155 

A sandhi or juncture is defined as a combination of different phases of main action 

with its subsidiaries. In other we may present it as a division of the dramatic action. 

It is generally held that the formation of junctures depends upon different stages 

action, Endeavour, certainty of success and attainment of fruit. Indian iiciiryiis calls 

154Vakroktijivitarh.4.12-13 
155 Ibid.4.14-15. 
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them as mukh-sandhi, pratimkh-sandhi, garbha-sandhi, vimarsh-sandhi and 

. h dh.156 nzrva a(JG-san z 

It is worthy to mentioning here that the western criticism prescribes only three 

stages in the plot of the poem or drama: beginning, middle and end. 

• Application of Prakara(la-vakratii in Macbeth: 

The seep walking scene of Lady Macbeth is a very good application for 

prakara(Kl-vakratii as whole in Macbeth, which appears in Act V Scene I. as 

follows: 

Lo you, here she comes! This is her very gms and, upon my life, fast sleep. 

Observe her; stand close. 

Dortor. How come she by that light? 

Gentle woman. Why, it stood by her. She has light by her continually; 'tis' her 

command. 

Doctor. You see, her eyes are open. 

Gentle woman. Ay, but their sense is shut. 

Doctor. What is it she does now? Look, how she rubs her hands. 

Gentle woman. It is an accustomed action with her, to seem thus washing her 

hands; I have known her continue in this a quarter of a hour. 

Lady Macbeth. Yet, here's a spot 

156 Hindi Dasarupaka.trsltd.S.K.Shanna.p.I.l2. 
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Doctor. Hark! She speaks; I will set down what comes from her, to satisfy my 

rememberance the more strongly. 

Lady Macbeth. Out, Damned spot! Out, I say, oure, two, why then 'tis time to 

do't. Hell is murky. Fie, my lord fie! a soldier, and afeared? What need we fear 

who knows it, when none can call, our pow'r to account? Yet who would have 

thought the old man to; have had so much blood him? 

Doctor. Do your mark that? 

Lady Macbeth. The thane of Fife ahd a wife; where is she now? 

What, will these hand ne'er be clean? No more o'that my lord, no more o'that, you 

mar all with this starting. 

Doctor. Go to go to; you have knows what you should not. 

Gentle woman. She has spoke what she should not. I am sure of that. Heaven 

knows what she has known. 

Lady Macbeth. Here's the smell of the blood still. All the perfumes of Arabia will 

not sweeten this little hand: Oh, oh, oh! 

Doctor. What a sigh is there! The heart is sorely charg'd. 

Gentle woman. I would not have such a heart in my bosom for the dignity of the 

whole body. 

Doctor. Well, well, well. 

Gentle woman. Pray God it be, sir. 

Doctor. This disease is beyond my practice. Yet I have known those which have 

walk' d in their sleep who have died holity in their beds. 
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Lady Macbeth. Wash your hands, put on your nightgown, look not so pale. I tell 

you yet again, Banquo's buried; he cannot come out on's grave. 

Doctor. Even so? 

Lady Macbeth. To bed, to bed; there's knocking at the gate. Come, come, come, 

come, and give me your hand. What's done cannot be undone. To bed, to bed. 

(Act V.i.20-64) 

4.3. Prabandha-vakratii or Compositional Obliquity: 

The last variety of vakrokti as discussed by Kuntaka, in his Vakroktij ivitam, is 

prabandha-vakrata or compositional obliquity. This variety is said to bear the 

beauty of the combined complex of the five verities- var(la-vinyiisa-vakrata or 

phonetic obliquity, pada-purvardha-vakrata or grammatical obliquity, vakya

vakrata or sentential obliquity and prakara(la-vakrata or episodic obliquity. There 

are some sub-divisions of prabandha-vakrata: 

I. Rasantara-vakrata or Obliquity of changing the rasa 

II. Samapana-vakrata or Obliquity of winding up the story 

III. Katha- viccheda-vakrata or Obliquity of intending end 

IV. Anu:;iiilgika-phala-vakrata or Obliquity of contingent objective 

V. Namakara(la-vakrata or Obliquity of title 

VI. Tulya-katha-vakrata or Obliquity of identical subject. 

4.3.1. Rasiintara-vakratii or Obliquity of changing the rasa: 

This sub-varitey is the soul of the whole composition. All the episodes of the plot 

are organized in accordance with the principal rasa or emotion and, likewise, the 

whole story is constructed. This may cause differentiation in the expression. 
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Hence, the poet, in order to prevent the monotony of expression, alters the 

determined rasa by changing the events. This aesthetic change requires an 

extraordinary composition skill. Regarding this obliquity, Kunta.ka says that when 

a poet, ignoring the determined rasa makes a provision of another rasa so as to 

make his work delightful, is called prabandh-vakratii or compositional obliquity: 

Itiv rattiinyathiiv rattarasasampadupek:;ayii 

Rasiintare(Kl ramye(JQ yatra nirvahal}am bhavet. 

Tasyii eva kathiimurteriimiilonmt1ita5riya(l 

Vineyiinandani~attyai sa prabandhasya vakrata. 157 

4.3.2. Samiipana-vakratii or Obliquity of winding up the story: 

When a poet, in order to give up the insipidity of the latter part, winds up the story 

with a particular episode of the source story, which determines matchlessly the 

character of the protagonist, is called prabandha-vakratii or compositional 

obliquity: 

Trialokyiibhinavo ll ekhaniiyako tkar :;apo ~ l}tii 

Itihiisaikade Sen a prabandhasya samiipanam. 

Taduttarakathiivartivirasatvajihiisayii 

kurvita yatra sukavi(l sa vicitriisya vakrata. 158 

lS7 Vakroktijivitam. 4.16-17. 
158 Vakroktijivitam, 4.18-19. 
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4.3.3. Kathii- viccheda-vakratii or Obliquity of intending end: 

By considering this as one of the important devices of composition, Kuntaka has 

proved himself to be a genuine beholder of beauty. This sub-variety produces a 

remarkable charm and beauty in the composition. The talented poet, in order to 

attain the excellence of another event, uses this device. This attainment of exce

llence is the intended end. For this, the poet dissects the natural development of the 

source story and achieves his intended end in the middle of the source story. 

4.3.4. An~~:¢rigika-phala~vakratii or Obliquity of contingent objective: 

The poet begins his work or story with an intention but the hero obtains extra 

results as his contingent objectives, unknown in the source story. The achievement 

of such objectives enhances the excellence of both the hero and the work. Kuntaka 

defines it that when the hero, during his course of action for the proposed result, is 

made to obtain different result of the same worth, we have this sub-variety of 

prahandha-vakrata or compositional obliquity: 

Yatraikaphalasampattisamudyuktoapi nay aka (1 

Phalantare~anante~ tattulyapratipatti~. 

Dhatte nimittatam sphiiraya5al}sambharabhajanari7 

Svamahiitmyacamatkiiriit siipara casya vakrata. 159 

This role of hero, in which he obtain different results as his objective along with 

that of the intended one, heightens the hero and makes the work vibrate with a 

remarkable strikingness. 

159 Vakroktijivitam. 4.22-23. 
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• Application of anu¢rigika-phala-vakratii or Obliquity of contingent 

objective in Macbeth: 

Here in this example Macbeth gets many results with one, is a good example of 

anu~arigika-phal-vakrata: 

First Witch. All hail, Macbeth! Hail to thee, Thane of Glamis! 

Second Witch. All hail, Macbeth! Hail to Thee, Thane of Cowdor! 

Third Witch. All hail! Macbeth! Thou shalt be king hereafter! 160 

Duncan. What he hath lost, noble Macbeth hath won [exeunt]161 

Here in these lines Shakespeare presented to Macbeth many results phala. As 

witches says to him 'Thane of Glamis!' he know it fully that he is but he does not 

ready to accept other results or phal but finally he becomes 'Thane of Cowder' as 

king Duncan announces and lastly he becomes king also by murdering Duncan. 

Thus he gets several phala in it, this is fantastic use of anusarigika-vakratii by 

Shakespeare. 

4.3.5. Niimakara(Kl-vakratii or Obliquity of title: 

On the basis of a particular event, he considers that the title of a work is also 

replete with a kind of obliquity. He holds that sometimes even a symbolic mark or 

name of the source story produces a remarkable beauty: 

Astiim vastu~ vaidagdhyam·kiivye kiimapi vakratiim 

PradhiinasariTvidhiiniiriganiimniipi kurute kavif:l. 162 

160 Macbeth.I.iii.Sl-53 
161 Ibid.I.ii.last line 
162.Vakroktijivitarh. 4.24. 
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The title of the work attracts the reader due to its striking meaning. Hence, the 

great poet entitles his work in such a way that it may posses' strikingness, 

indicating the tilt being given to it. 

4.3.6. Tulya-kathii-vakratii or Obliquity of identical subject: 

He holds that even when great poets compose different literary works, based in an 

identical theme, each one of them, possesses infinite individual beauty: 

Apyekakak~yii baddhii(l kiivyabandhii(l kavi§varai(l 

P h - ·z k kr - 163 . u~l}antyanarg amanyonyavaz a ~(!Yena va atam. 

The reason is that the poets have their own approaches to and view of looking at an 

identical subject and because of their individuality, they give entirely a new design. 

Thus the manifestation of this sub-variety ofprabandha-vakratii or compositional 

obliquity is born out of innate and natural state of the writer's mind and art. 

Kuntaka conceives the figurativeness of sentence or Viikyavakratii as the 

permeating presence that enters all other elements. The effect is akin to a painter's 

stroke that shines out distinctively from 

• Application of Prabanda-Vakratii in Macbeth: 

As a form of Prabandh as Kuntaka defines it as a work, like this, there is a happy 

ending of this drama. Malcolm inviting to all those peoples who were the victims 

in Macbeths' rule shown a light in the reader's heart of hoping something new. 

Thus, this concept is followed in Indian context that Satyameva Jayate is a 

163 VakroktijTvitam, 4.25. 
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universal model to win the humanity. Here karma vipiika theory is also followed 

by Shakespeare well in this drama. As Malcolm says to the people lastely: 

Malcolm. We shall not spend a large expense of time 

Before we reckon reckon with your several loves. 

And make us even with you. My Thanes and kinsmen, 

Henceforth be Earls, the first ever Scotland 

In such an honor nam'd. What's more to do. 

This would be planted newly with the time-

As calling home our exil 'd friends abroad 

That fled the snares of watchful tyranny; 

Producing forth the cruel ministers 

Of this dead butcher and his friend-like queen, 

Who, as 'tis thought, by self and violent hands 

Took off her life- this, and what needful else 

That calls upon us, by the grace of Grace 

We will perform in measure, time and pace . 

.So thanks to all at once and to each one, 

Whom we invite to see us crown'd at Scon 
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Conclusion 



Conclusion: 

In this dissertation I have discussed about the vakrokti, with its divisions and 

application in the perspectives of Shakespeare's Macbeth, a great drama. 

In the first chapter I have discussed about the vakrokti, how it was developed in 

Indian era of knowledge as a tradition and it also deals with other poetic aspects. 

Second chapter deals with vakrokti as comparative form of poetic enhancement. It 

also deals with the western aspects in the perspectives of different thinkers. 

Especially this chapter deals with vakrokti and deviation and the rasa aspects 

which is a compulsory thing in poetic taste. 

Third chapter is dealing with the application of vakrokti (with its sub-divisions) in 

Macbeth as whole wherever I found in it (Macbeth). 

Fourth chapter is also dealing with the sub-divisions of vakrokti and application in 

Macbeth. 

Here some linguistic analysis of Macbeth has also don whereas I able. This 

linguistic analysis of the Macbeth which could be further carried out would lead 

one to the conclusion that Kuntaka's theory can explain the beauty and strength of 

poetic passages by detecting their strikingness in a purely formal analysis. But 

Kuntaka's theory does not stop with the analysis of sentence as is done in stylistic 

studies, since techniques like contextual and compositional figurativeness analyze 

larger segments of the discourse than the sentence. 

Contextual figurativeness (Prakarara-vakrata) comprises of all the integrating 

strategies employed in poetry. These includes the ingenuity of the plot, the 

systematic unfolding of the plot, techniques like play within a play, (garbharika) 

and integration of various segments into a harmonious whole. From Kuntaka's 
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account, it would appear that contextual figurativeness comprises all those factors 

which contribute to the strikingness of the context. Such instances are far more 

numerous in Macbeth than can be recounted. The equivocation in the prediction of 

the Witches, culminating the materialization of the Bimam Wood coming to 

Dunsinane and emergence of Macduff, 'untimely rip'd from his mother's womb', 

to kill Macbeth, the hallucination of daggar, Banquo's ghost, the Porter's scene, 

the apparition of the witches and the sleep walking scene are some of such 

instances. Apart from making the play well-knit and coherent, these segments also 

help to suggesLthe inevitability of events, something reminiscent of the Karmic 

principle of Indians. Figurativeness of the composition taken as a whole, 

{Prabandhavakratii), includes adaptation of a story from a well-known source with 

new twists added to it, with a new emotional significance, deletion of unnecessary 

episodes, the development of even minor incidents into events of far reaching 

consequences and strikingness in the title of the composition. Kuntaka regards 

literary composition as an allegory which conveys some profound moral message 

and this moral content is also regarded as a compositional figurativeness. 

The remarkable unity of vision accomplished in Macbeth attests to its 

compositional figurativeness. Kuntaka suggests a close study of the poet's sources 

and the changes introduced therein. Shakespeare seems to have used Hectore 

Boece's narrative as modified in Holinshed's chronicle as his source. He 

'converted what might have been a catalogue of crime and bloodshed into a 

profound study of guilt and self-destruction. 164 He conveys Duncan from a young 

and unsatisfactory monarch of Macbeth's lineage that would legitimatize. 

164 Ballough, Introduction. p. 448 
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